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ABSTRACT
We compare global predictions from the EAGLE hydrodynamical simulation, and two semi-
analytic (SA) models of galaxy formation, L-GALAXIES and GALFORM. All three models include
the key physical processes for the formation and evolution of galaxies and their parameters
are calibrated against a small number of observables at z ≈ 0. The two SA models have been
applied to merger trees constructed from the EAGLE dark matter only simulation. We find that
at z ≤ 2, both the galaxy stellar mass functions for stellar masses M∗ < 1010.5 M and the
median specific star formation rates (sSFRs) in the three models agree to better than 0.4 dex.
The evolution of the sSFR predicted by the three models closely follows the mass assembly
history of dark matter haloes. In both EAGLE and L-GALAXIES there are more central passive
galaxies with M∗ < 109.5 M than in GALFORM. This difference is related to galaxies that have
entered and then left a larger halo and which are treated as satellites in GALFORM. In the range
0 < z < 1, the slope of the evolution of the star formation rate density in EAGLE is a factor of
≈1.5 steeper than for the two SA models. The median sizes for galaxies with M∗ > 109.5 M
differ in some instances by an order of magnitude, while the stellar mass–size relation in EAGLE
is a factor of ≈2 tighter than for the two SA models. Our results suggest the need for a revision
of how SA models treat the effect of baryonic self-gravity on the underlying dark matter. The
treatment of gas flows in the models needs to be revised based on detailed comparison with
observations to understand in particular the evolution of the stellar mass–metallicity relation.
Key words: methods: analytical – methods: numerical – galaxies: evolution – galaxies:
formation – cosmology: theory.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The formation and evolution of galaxies in a cosmological context
involves a multitude of physical processes, such as stellar and active
galactic nuclei (AGN) feedback, that are hard to constrain directly
 E-mail: guotsuan@gmail.com (QG); violegp@gmail.com (VG-P)
†Royal Society University Research Fellow.
by observations (e.g. Somerville & Dave´ 2015). Many of these
poorly constrained processes are pivotal for addressing fundamental
questions concerning the growth of structure in the Universe.
In the current paradigm, the CDM cosmological model, galax-
ies are formed in the potential wells generated by the gravity of
the underlying dark matter distribution (e.g. White & Rees 1978;
Blumenthal et al. 1986; White & Frenk 1991), which is assumed to
evolve through gravitational interactions (Peebles 1980; Davis et al.
1985). There have been two main approaches to understanding the
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formation and evolution of galaxies: semi-analytical (SA) models
and hydrodynamical simulations.
The fundamental difference between the two approaches is that
hydrodynamical simulations simultaneously solve the equations of
gravity and hydrodynamics for dark matter, gas and stars (recent
examples include Oppenheimer et al. 2010; Puchwein & Springel
2013; Dubois et al. 2014; Okamoto, Shimizu & Yoshida 2014;
Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Khandai et al. 2015; Steinborn et al.
2015), while SA models follow the evolution of the gas partitioned
by the dark matter halo it occupies (recent examples include Guo
et al. 2013; Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2014; Lu et al.
2014; Henriques et al. 2015; Lacey et al. 2015; Ruiz et al. 2015).
Dark matter haloes are defined as ≈200 times overdense dark mat-
ter structures that are gravitationally bound. The evolution of dark
matter haloes can be described by merger trees, which are hierarchi-
cal structures recording the haloes mass growth and merger history
over cosmic time. The halo merger trees needed by SA models
are generated from either N-body dark matter simulations or using
Monte Carlo techniques (e.g. Parkinson, Cole & Helly 2008).
Another important difference between the two methods is that,
while in hydrodynamical simulations no a priori assumptions need
to be made about the properties of galaxies, in SA models, baryons
are divided into discrete components: gas halo, gas disc, stellar
disc, gas bulge, stellar bulge. Each component has idealized spatial,
thermal and velocity profiles. SA models work by integrating dif-
ferential equations that describe how mass, energy, angular momen-
tum and metals are exchanged between these different components.
These equations encapsulate the physical processes that are thought
to be the most relevant for the formation and evolution of galaxies
(see Baugh 2006; Benson 2010, for reviews of SA models).
Both SA models and hydrodynamical simulations require sub-
grid prescriptions. SA models use physical models dependent on
global galaxy properties, for example in supernova (SN) feedback
the wind speed can depend on the disc circular velocity. Hydrody-
namical simulations attempt to model the physical processes in more
detail than SA models, since in these simulations the gas and star
particles are followed explicitly. For example, the radiative cooling
rate in hydrodynamical simulations is, in principle, determined by
atomic physics (as it is in SA models). Nevertheless, subgrid models
on the scale of the interstellar medium (ISM) structure, are neces-
sary to account for the limited numerical resolution and physics
in hydrodynamical simulations. Moreover, in both hydrodynamical
simulations and SA models, most subgrid models are a mixture of
physical and empirical ingredients which require calibration.
Hydrodynamical simulations and SA models are complementary,
with their own advantages and disadvantages. The first capture the
complexity of gas and stellar dynamics in a way that SA models
cannot, which is invaluable when studying, for example, the de-
tails of gas accretion on to galaxies. They are, however, limited
by the extraordinary computational cost of having to resolve very
small scales over cosmological volumes. Therefore, the simulated
volumes have been modest (e.g. Genel et al. 2012; Zolotov et al.
2012; Hopkins et al. 2014; Marinacci, Pakmor & Springel 2014), al-
though hydrodynamical simulations of cosmological volumes have
started to become available (Dubois et al. 2014; Hirschmann et al.
2014a; Khandai et al. 2015), and multiscale approaches are needed
to account for processes that cannot be directly resolved (e.g.
Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Crain et al. 2015). SA models, on the other
hand, are more flexible and require a relatively modest computa-
tional cost. Thus, these models can be run over large cosmological
volumes and can also be used to explore extensively the param-
eter space in a statistically significant way employing techniques
such as Monte Carlo Markov chains (e.g. Henriques et al. 2009;
Lu et al. 2011b; Benson 2014), particle swarm (Ruiz et al. 2015)
and emulator techniques (Bower et al. 2010). Although the flexi-
bility of SA models is achieved at the cost of approximations that
might be more inaccurate than those introduced in hydrodynamical
simulation, these models predict global galactic properties that are
qualitatively similar (e.g. De Lucia et al. 2010; Fontanot et al. 2011;
Lu et al. 2014; Knebe et al. 2015).
Previous comparisons between hydrodynamical simulations and
SA models have focused on either comparing a handful of objects
(e.g. Stringer et al. 2010; Hirschmann et al. 2012) or on a single
aspect of the physics, for example gas cooling (Benson et al. 2001;
Yoshida et al. 2002; Helly et al. 2003; Benson & Bower 2011; Lu
et al. 2011a). In some of the latter cases, stripped-down versions
of SA models are used, in which all the other physical processes
relevant for galaxy formation apart from that under scrutiny are
switched off (e.g. Cattaneo et al. 2007; Saro et al. 2010; Neistein
et al. 2012; Monaco et al. 2014). In the case of gas cooling studies,
this usually implies turning off star formation and thus ignoring
the gas flowing back into the halo due to feedback. Thus, such
studies are limited and thus it is important to also compare complete
and realistic models of galaxy formation and evolution as those
presented here.
Recently, the first cosmological hydrodynamical simulations that
reproduce some of the fundamental observations of the local galaxy
population have been published (e.g. Vogelsberger et al. 2014;
Schaye et al. 2015). This has been achieved by modelling and cal-
ibrating the subgrid physical processes that shape the gas cooling,
the star and black hole (BH) formation, the metal enrichment and
the stellar and AGN feedback. Furthermore, the parameters of the
subgrid models have been constrained by comparing the hydrody-
namical simulation results against observations, in a similar way as
has traditionally been done for SA models. The new hydrodynam-
ical simulations have been run in cosmological volumes, although
these remain a factor up to ≈400 smaller than that used for the Mil-
lennium simulation (Springel 2005), which is the basis of several
SA models (e.g. Bower et al. 2006; De Lucia & Blaizot 2007).
Given these recent advances in hydrodynamical simulations and
the overlap in physical processes modelled, it is now an appropri-
ate time to examine thoroughly the similarities and differences of
galaxy samples produced by different complete galaxy formation
models. This comparison will allow us to explore the impact of
variations in the subgrid implementation across the models. Such a
comparison will not only help in exploring better parametrizations
of subgrid physics, but it will lay the foundations for comparing
galaxies in greater detail on smaller scales, where the advantages of
hydrodynamical simulations are most important.
Recently, Somerville & Dave´ (2015) compared results from pub-
lished hydrodynamical simulations and SA models, finding remark-
able agreement between the global properties of model galaxies,
such as the galaxy stellar mass function (GSMF) and the stellar
mass–star formation rate (SFR) relations. In this work we expand
on that study, by comparing a hydrodynamical simulation with two
SA models built upon merger trees extracted from dark matter only
realizations of the same initial conditions as the hydrodynamical
simulation.
EAGLE is one of the first cosmological hydrodynamical simulation
to model galaxy populations whose basic properties are broadly con-
sistent with observations (Crain et al. 2015; Furlong et al. 2015a,b;
Lagos et al. 2015b; Schaye et al. 2015; Trayford et al. 2015). This
level of agreement with observations has been achieved by calibrat-
ing the free parameters of the subgrid physics modelling to match
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the observed local GSMF and stellar mass–size relations. A similar
level of agreement with observations was previously only achieved
by SA models and ad hoc empirical models constructed with that
specific purpose (e.g. Favole et al. 2015). In this paper, we make the
first detailed comparison between the results from this state-of-the-
art cosmological hydrodynamical simulation and two SA models,
GALFORM and L-GALAXIES.
In order to make a fair comparison, while focusing on the mod-
elling of the physical processes relevant for galaxy evolution, we
have generated dark matter merger trees from the EAGLE dark matter-
only (EAGLEDMO) simulation, populating the haloes with galaxies
using SA models. Some small changes have been introduced in the
GALFORM model in order to use the same initial mass function (IMF)
as in EAGLE and L-GALAXIES, and also to obtain a similar level of
agreement with the observed passive fraction of galaxies at z = 0.
The model parameters in L-GALAXIES and GALFORM are separately cal-
ibrated against observations according to their own criteria, namely
the z = 0 GSMF and luminosity functions, respectively (see Sec-
tion 2.2.3 for details). The models are therefore not explicitly cali-
brated to match each other.
Based on the output galaxy catalogues, we compare the predic-
tions of several global properties of model galaxies. In this work,
we are interested in exploring the similarities and differences in
the model galaxy population with the aim of probing the physics
included in the model. The three models used in this paper de-
scribe the same set of key physical processes, thought to be rel-
evant to galaxy formation and evolution; however, the details of
the implementation can be quite different among the models. Thus,
it is interesting to compare global galactic properties from differ-
ent modelling approaches in order to understand the origin of the
largest discrepancies. This work is also meant as the foundation
for a future comparison between individual objects (Mitchell et al.,
in preparation). The aim of this paper is to determine the simi-
larities and differences between the three models and understand
the physical origin of the latter. This work does not aim to es-
tablish which model performs better compared to a certain set of
observable. Thus, we include only very limited observational data
just as a reference. Moreover, no attempt is made in this work to
discuss how the models compare with the presented observations as
this will detract the text from our main purpose. Detailed compar-
isons of EAGLE, L-GALAXIES and GALFORM with observations can be
found in other studies (Guo et al. 2011; Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2014;
Furlong et al. 2015a,b; Henriques et al. 2015; Lacey et al. 2015;
Lagos et al. 2015b; Schaye et al. 2015).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we briefly introduce the EAGLE simulation and the two SA
models, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES. In Section 3 we compare the
GSMFs, the stellar mass–halo mass relations for central galaxies and
the halo occupation distributions of the models. The star-forming
sequence is defined in Section 5, where properties of galaxies sep-
arated into star-forming and passive populations are explored. The
mass–metallicity and mass–size relations are discussed in Sections
6 and 7, respectively. The appendix contains a discussion on the
definition of the halo masses in the models. The conclusions of this
work are presented in Section 8.
2 MO D E L S O F G A L A X Y F O R M ATI O N
For this work, we compare global galaxy properties predicted by the
hydrodynamical simulation EAGLE and two different SA models of
galaxy formation, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES, built on the halo merger
trees from the EAGLEDMOsimulation. The EAGLEDMO and main
Table 1. Parameters characterizing both the EAGLEDMO and main
EAGLE simulations. From top-to-bottom the rows show: comoving
box size; number of dark matter particles (there is initially an
equal number of baryonic particles); initial gas particle mass for the
main EAGLE simulation; dark matter particle mass for the EAGLEDMO
and the EAGLE simulations; comoving gravitational softening length;
maximum physical softening length.
Property EAGLEDMO, EAGLE
L (comoving Mpc) 100
N 15043
mg –, 1.81 × 106 M
mdm 1.15 × 107 M, 9.70 × 106 M
 (comoving kpc), z > 2.8 2.66
 (proper kpc), z < 2.8 0.70
Table 2. The cosmological parameters used from table 9
in Planck Collaboration XVI (2014): m,  and b are
the average densities of matter, dark energy and baryonic
matter in units of the critical density at redshift zero, H0 is
the Hubble parameter, σ 8 is the square root of the linear
variance of the matter distribution when smoothed with a
top-hat filter of radius 8 h−1Mpc.
m 0.307
 0.693
b 0.048 25
h ≡ H0/(100 km s−1 Mpc−1) 0.6777
σ 8 0.8288
EAGLE simulations model the same volume, with initial conditions
produced using the same phases except that the volume of EA-
GLEDMO is sampled with 15043 dark matter particles, while EAGLE
is sampled with 15043 dark matter and 15043 baryonic particles. The
properties of the simulations are summarized in Table 1. The simula-
tions assume the CDM best-fitting cosmological parameters from
the Planck Collaboration XVI (2014) data given in Table 2. The ini-
tial conditions were generated using second-order Lagrangian per-
turbation theory with the method of Jenkins (2010) and evolve from
z = 127.
Below we summarize the characteristics of EAGLE, GALFORM and
L-GALAXIES. At the end of this section, we have also included a
description of the limits in stellar mass used in this paper for both
the whole galaxy population and those separated into star-forming
and passive galaxies. It is important to note again that the most
fundamental difference between hydrodynamical simulations and
SA models is that the former tracks simultaneously the evolution
of dark matter, gas and stellar particles, while the latter follows the
evolution of baryons in haloes in an idealized way.
2.1 EAGLE
The EAGLE simulation suite comprises a set of runs with different
box sizes and mass resolutions. Many of its derived properties are
now publicly available (McAlpine et al. 2016). Here we show results
from the largest EAGLE simulation (introduced by Schaye et al. 2015).
The simulation was performed with a version of the GADGET code
(last described by Springel 2005), modified by using a state-of-
the-art formulation of smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH),
ANARCHY (Dalla Vecchia, in preparation; Schaller et al. 2015b), and
subgrid models for galaxy formation.
Haloes in the EAGLE simulation were identified using the Friends-
of-Friends (FoF) algorithm (Davis et al. 1985) and self-bound
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Table 3. The observational data used to calibrate the three default models used in this work.
Model Observational data used in the model calibration
EAGLE GSMF at z ≈ 0.1 from GAMA (Baldry et al. 2012) and SDSS (Li & White 2009),
the stellar mass–size relation at z ≈ 0.1 (Shen et al. 2003; Baldry et al. 2012)
and the z ≈ 0 MBH–M∗ relation (McConnell & Ma 2013).
GALFORM bJ-band (Norberg et al. 2002) and K-band (Driver et al. 2012) luminosity functions at z ≈ 0,
the passive fraction at z ≈ 0 (Gilbank et al. 2011; Bauer et al. 2013) and the
MBH–MBulge relation (Ha¨ring & Rix 2004).
L-GALAXIES GSMF at z ≈ 0 (Baldry et al. 2008; Li & White 2009) and the
MBH–MBulge relation (Ha¨ring & Rix 2004).
structures within the haloes were then identified using the
SUBFIND code (Springel et al. 2001; Dolag et al. 2009). In EAGLE,
the galaxies are defined as the baryonic component of the grav-
itationally bound subhaloes. Below, we briefly describe the main
aspects of the subgrid physics and some of the definitions relevant
here.
2.1.1 Subgrid physics
Star formation. Star formation is implemented following the method
of Schaye & Dalla Vecchia (2008). The SFR per unit mass of par-
ticles is computed using an analytical prescription designed to re-
produce the observed Kennicutt (1998) relation in disc galaxies
(Schaye & Dalla Vecchia 2008). Gas particles are converted into
star particles stochastically. The threshold in hydrogen density re-
quired to form stars is metallicity dependent, with lower metallicity
gas having a higher threshold. Thus, trying to capture the metallic-
ity dependence of the phase transition from warm atomic to cold
molecular gas (Schaye 2004).
Metal enrichment and gas cooling. The simulations assume a
Chabrier (2003) stellar IMF in the range 0.1–100 M, with each
individual star particle representing a single stellar population. The
star particles release metals into the ISM gradually over their life-
time through three evolutionary channels: Type Ia SNe, winds and
SNe from massive stars, and AGB stars using the method introduced
by Wiersma et al. (2009b). The yields for each process are taken
from Portinari, Chiosi & Bressan (1998), Marigo (2001) and Thiele-
mann et al. (2003). The 11 elements that dominate the cooling curve
are tracked individually as proposed by Wiersma, Schaye & Smith
(2009a). Assuming that the gas is in ionization equilibrium, these
elements are used to compute the cooling and photoheating rates of
the gas in the presence of the cosmic microwave background and
the X-ray and UV backgrounds from galaxies and quasars given by
the model of Haardt & Madau (2001).
Feedback from star formation and AGNs. Over the course of its life-
time, a simple stellar population will inject energy into the ISM. In
EAGLE, this energy is multiplied by an efficiency factor that depends
on the local gas metallicity and density (Crain et al. 2015). The en-
ergy from the stars is transferred to the surrounding gas in the form
of heat. The temperature of the surrounding gas is raised instantly
by 107.5 K. This is implemented stochastically on one or more gas
particles in the neighbourhood of the star (Dalla Vecchia & Schaye
2012). This gas, once heated, remains coupled in a hydrodynamic
sense with its SPH neighbours in the ISM, and therefore exerts a
form of feedback locally that can directly affect radiative cooling
and star formation. Galactic winds develop without imposing a pre-
defined mass-loading or direction and without disabling radiative
cooling.
Supermassive BH seeds with mass 105 h−1 M are injected in
haloes above 1010 h−1 M (Springel 2005) and grow through merg-
ers and accretion of low angular momentum gas (Rosas-Guevara
et al. 2015; Schaye et al. 2015). AGN feedback depends on the
mass accreted by the BH and is modelled by the injection of ther-
mal energy into the gas surrounding the BH such that its temperature
is raised by T = 108.5 K (Booth & Schaye 2009; Dalla Vecchia &
Schaye 2012).
2.1.2 Aperture measurements
The stellar mass of a galaxy in the EAGLE simulation is defined to be
the sum of the masses of all the stellar particles that are bound to
the corresponding subhalo within a 3D aperture of radius 30 proper
kiloparsec (Schaye et al. 2015). The stellar mass computed in this
way is found to be similar to the mass computed within Petrosian
apertures from the simulation at z = 0.1. Meanwhile, in SA models,
the stellar mass is accumulated with time, starting from the initial
seed of hot gas in a halo and taking into account the fraction of
mass returned to the ISM by SNe and stellar winds for a simple
stellar population and in the case of L-GALAXIES the losses due to
tidal disruption.
For consistency with the galaxy mass definition, SFRs of galaxies
in EAGLE are measured within spherical apertures of 30 proper kpc.
As the majority of the star formation occurs close to the centres
of galaxies, this aperture has a negligible effect on the total SFR
recovered.
2.1.3 Calibration of the parameters
As discussed by Schaye et al. (2015), the free parameters controlling
the subgrid model for feedback were chosen in order to reproduce
the stellar mass functions at z ≈ 0 from the GAMA survey by
Baldry et al. (2012) and from the SDSS survey by Li & White
(2009), the galaxy mass–size relation as reported by Shen et al.
(2003) and Baldry et al. (2012) and the relation between the mass
of the central supermassive BH and the total stellar mass of galaxies
derived from observations compiled by McConnell & Ma (2013, see
also Table 3).
2.2 Semi-analytical models
SA models use simplified, partly phenomenological recipes and
rules to follow the fate of baryons in a dark-matter-dominated uni-
verse in which structure grows hierarchically through gravitational
instability (see Baugh 2006; Benson 2010, for an overview of SA
models).
GALFORM (Cole et al. 2000; Bower et al. 2006; Gonzalez-Perez
et al. 2014; Lacey et al. 2015) and L-GALAXIES (Springel 2005; Croton
MNRAS 461, 3457–3482 (2016)
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et al. 2006; Guo et al. 2011; Henriques et al. 2015), the two models
used for this study, follow the physical processes that shape the
formation and evolution of galaxies, including:
(i) the collapse and merging of dark matter haloes;
(ii) the shock-heating and radiative cooling of gas inside dark
matter haloes, leading to the formation of galaxy discs;
(iii) star formation bursts that can be triggered either by mergers
or disc instabilities;
(iv) the growth of supermassive BHs in galaxies;
(v) feedback from SNe, from AGN and from photoionization of
the intergalactic medium;
(vi) chemical enrichment of stars and gas, assuming the instan-
taneous recycling approximation (as opposed to EAGLE, where a
non-instantaneous recycling is implemented);
(vii) galaxy mergers driven by dynamical friction within com-
mon dark matter haloes, leading to the formation of stellar spheroids,
which can also be produced by disc instabilities.
The models also compute the sizes of the disc and bulge components
of galaxies. The end product of the calculation is a prediction for
the abundances and properties of galaxies that reside within dark
matter haloes of different characteristics.
In order to make a fair comparison with EAGLE, the two SA models
which we use here have been adapted from the published models
described by Guo et al. (2013) and Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014).
Specifically, the SA models have been run on merger trees ex-
tracted from the EAGLEDMO simulation, assuming the same Planck
cosmology (Planck Collaboration XVI 2014, table 9) as adopted
by EAGLE. Both the underlying simulation and the cosmology are
different from the WMAP7 cosmology used by Guo et al. (2013)
and Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014), and thus, a recalibration of their
free parameters was required in order to satisfactorily reproduce
the corresponding set of observational data summarized in Section
2.2.3. Moreover, EAGLE assumes a Chabrier IMF (Chabrier 2003),
which is the default in Guo et al. (2013) but not in the published
Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014) model. Thus, there is a corresponding
change in the metal yield and recycled fractions in the SA models
(see B for further details). For both EAGLE and L-GALAXIES, galaxy
photometry has been derived using the stellar population synthesis
(SPS) models of Bruzual & Charlot (2003). In the case of GALFORM,
the models of Conroy, White & Gunn (2010) are used, which in-
clude a very similar library of stellar spectra to Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) and also account for the contribution of thermally pulsat-
ing asymptotic giant branch stars (see Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2014;
Trayford et al. 2015, for a comparison of different SPS models).
The most significant difference between the published GALFORM
model and that presented here by default, is the inclusion of gradual
ram-pressure stripping of hot gas in the satellite galaxies of the GAL-
FORM model, as opposed to the instantaneous stripping assumed by
Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014, see Section 2.2.2). This was included to
ensure all three models provided a reasonable match to the observed
passive fractions at z = 0. Note that the Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014)
model has previously been used including such an update of the hot
gas stripping, in the context of studying early-type galaxies (Lagos
et al. 2014). Throughout this study, we comment on the extent of
the effect of stripping the hot gas instantaneously or gradually, for
results that are significantly affected by this choice.
An overview of the GALFORM and L-GALAXIES models is provided
below, focused on the aspects where they differ.
2.2.1 Halo finder and merger trees
Both SA models are based on merger trees extracted from the same
EAGLEDMO simulation; however, there are differences in the meth-
ods applied to construct them. GALFORM is based on subhalo merger
trees built with the Dhalo algorithm (Jiang et al. 2014), while
L-GALAXIES subhalo merger trees are constructed following Springel
(2005), De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) and Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2009).
As in EAGLE, both methods use the FoF algorithm to identify haloes,
but ensuring that haloes artificially linked by this algorithm are
treated as separate objects. SUBFIND is used to identify the self-
bound substructure in haloes. Initial SUBFIND merger trees are built
by tracking particles between snapshots. Both methods can identify
the descendants of a halo at any of the following two snapshots in
the case of L-GALAXIES and five in the DHALO algorithm. This feature
was implemented in order to improve the identification of substruc-
ture in close encounters that can be mistaken for real mergers. In
effect, the only conceptual difference between the two methods is
that the DHALO algorithm enforces a monotonic growth of halo mass.
In Appendix A, we show the halo mass functions from the three
models considered, focusing on variations that arise from the dif-
ferent definitions of halo mass. Although systematic discrepancies
do exist due to these definitions, the dominant difference is between
the EAGLE and the EAGLEDMO simulations, due to the impact that
early expulsion of baryons has on the subsequent growth of dark
matter haloes (e.g. Sawala et al. 2013; Velliscig et al. 2014; Schaller
et al. 2015a).
Central and satellite galaxies. For GALFORM, host haloes are defined
either at the final output of the simulation or just before a halo
merges with another more massive one. The centre of the most
massive subhalo is defined as the halo centre. The DHALO algorithm
determines the main progenitor of this subhalo as the one that con-
tributed the most bound part of the descendant. This process is
carried out starting at the final output time and working backwards
towards high redshift. This results in the assignment of one central
subhalo to every halo in such a way that the same subhalo is con-
sidered to be the central as long as the halo exists (see appendix A
of Jiang et al. 2014).
In L-GALAXIES, as in EAGLE, central galaxies are those hosted by
the most massive subhalo (main subhalo) which usually has most of
the mass of its FoF group. This choice for defining the main branch,
tries to reduce the chance of the centre swapping to a different
subhalo between snapshots (McAlpine et al. 2016).
In GALFORM, satellite galaxies remain as such until either they
merge with the central galaxy in their host halo or the end of the
simulation is reached. This is not the case in L-GALAXIES, in which
satellite galaxies can be reclassified as centrals if they are far enough
from the virial radius of the halo that was hosting them.
2.2.2 Physics
Star formation. In GALFORM, the cold gas corresponds to the ISM
gas, including the molecular, atomic and ionized phases. In this
model, the quiescent star formation in galaxy discs explicitly de-
pends on the molecular component of the gas (Lagos et al. 2011).
This empirically motivated calculation assumes that during quies-
cent star formation, the surface density of the SFR is proportional
to the surface density of molecular hydrogen in the ISM (Blitz &
Rosolowsky 2006; Bigiel et al. 2008; Leroy et al. 2008). The SFR
from starbursts in GALFORM is assumed to be simply proportional to
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the total mass of cold gas present in galaxy bulges and inversely
proportional to a star formation time-scale (Granato et al. 2000).
In L-GALAXIES, stars are assumed to form from the gas in the
quiescent mode. The cold gas disc and stellar disc in the model
are distinct, and both can grow continuously in mass and angu-
lar momentum in a physically plausible way (Guo et al. 2013,
section 3.3). Stars form in a cold gas disc according to a simplified
empirical Kennicutt relation (Kennicutt 1998), but only in regions
where the surface gas density exceeds a critical value. This critical
value is related to the gas velocity dispersion and the rotation curve
of the galaxy. This star-formation threshold reflects that the star
formation is expected to be possible only in dense enough regions
(Kauffmann 1996). The SFR from starbursts in L-GALAXIES is as-
sumed to be proportional to the total mass of cold gas and the mass
ratio of two merger progenitors whenever merger happens.
Stellar feedback. When massive stars die, they inject large amounts
of energy into the ISM in SN explosions. In both GALFORM and
L-GALAXIES, this can cause ejection of gas from galaxies and haloes,
but the details are different. In both models, cold gas is ejected from
galaxies at a rate proportional to the SFR, with the proportionality
factor (called the mass-loading factor) depending on the circular
velocity. In GALFORM this dependence is a simple power law, while
in L-GALAXIES it has a more complicated form, but in both models,
the mass-loading factor decreases with increasing circular velocity.
Furthermore, in GALFORM the circular velocity used is that at the
disc half-mass radius for disc star formation, and at the bulge half-
mass radius for starbursts, while in L-GALAXIES it is the peak circular
velocity of the subhalo. In GALFORM, cold gas is ejected directly
from the galaxy out of the halo. In L-GALAXIES, there is instead a
two-stage ejection process: cold gas is ejected into the halo, and
SN also inject energy into the halo, with an efficiency that also
depends on circular velocity; hot gas is then ejected from the halo
in a quantity depending on the available energy, with an explicit
constraint that the energy used cannot exceed the total SN energy.
In both models, gas that has been expelled from the halo is added
to a reservoir outside the halo, from where it gradually returns to
the hot halo, being reincorporated at the halo virial temperature.
In GALFORM the return time-scale is simply proportional to the halo
dynamical time, while in L-GALAXIES it also depends on the halo cir-
cular velocity, with the return time-scale decreasing with increasing
circular velocity.
AGN feedback. The onset, by AGN activity, of the suppression of
the gas cooling in haloes is assumed to occur in both L-GALAXIES
and GALFORM only for haloes hosting galaxies whose central BH is
growing in mass through gas accretion.
In GALFORM, the quasi-hydrostatic cooling is assumed to occur
in haloes hosting galaxies such that tcool > tff/αcool, where tcool is
the cooling time of the gas, tff is the free-fall time for the gas to
reach the centre of the halo and αcool is a model parameter, set
to αcool = 0.52. αcool is set to 0.6 in both the published version
(Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2014) and the version with an instantaneous
stripping of hot gas in satellite galaxies shown in this study. When
a halo is undergoing quasi-hydrostatic cooling, the gas cooling is
suppressed if the luminosity released by gas accreted on to a central
supermassive BH balances or exceeds the cooling luminosity (see
Bower et al. 2006; Fanidakis et al. 2011, for further details).
In L-GALAXIES, it is assumed that the hot-mode accretion of mass
on to the BH deposits energy with a 10 per cent efficiency, heating
up the halo hot gas. The BH accretion rate in this model is assumed
to be a function of the ratio of hot gas mass to subhalo DM mass,
the virial velocity of the halo and the mass of the central BH. The
efficiency of the growth of BHs due to such hot-mode accretion is a
model parameter. BHs can also grow by mergers (see Croton et al.
2006; Guo et al. 2011, for further details).
Sizes. For the calculation of disc sizes, both SA models assume
conservation of specific angular momentum and centrifugal equilib-
rium. The sizes of spheroids are estimated in both models assuming
virial equilibrium and energy conservation. To determine disc sizes,
L-GALAXIES follows the full angular momentum vectors of haloes and
discs, and separates the contribution from stars and gas in the disc
(Guo et al. 2011, section 3.3), while GALFORM only tracks the mag-
nitudes of the disc and halo angular momentum, assuming that the
disc and halo angular momentum are always aligned (Cole et al.
2000, section 4.4 and appendix C). In both models, the disc angular
momentum is determined by the halo formation and gas cooling
history. In GALFORM, this is then used to obtain both the disc ra-
dius and the circular velocity at the disc half-mass radius by solving
self-consistently the combined gravity of the disc, spheroid and halo
(Cole et al. 2000). In L-GALAXIES, the circular velocity of the disc is
assumed to be equal to the maximum circular velocity of the host
halo (Guo et al. 2011).
GALFORM includes the self-gravity of discs and spheroids when
computing disc sizes, while L-GALAXIES ignores this, which is a
significant assumption, in particular for massive galaxies whose
inner regions are, in principle, not dominated by dark matter.
Furthermore, GALFORM also models the contraction of the dark
matter halo due to the gravity of the baryonic component. We
note that if the baryonic self-gravity was turned off in GALFORM
then the circular velocity used by this model would be close to
the maximum halo circular velocity, as assumed by L-GALAXIES, be-
cause in that case, GALFORM would use the uncontracted dark matter
halo value of the circular velocity at the half-mass radius of the
disc.
Although the gravity of the baryons should be taken into account
when calculating the distribution of dark matter in a halo, the sim-
plified model for halo contraction adopted by GALFORM appears to
overestimate the effect of the baryons compared to gas dynamical
simulations (e.g. Gnedin et al. 2004), this maybe because the adia-
batic invariance assumed in the contraction model is violated by the
short time-scale of SN driven outflows in low mass haloes (Sawala
et al. 2013; Newman, Ellis & Treu 2015).
Environmental processes. In both L-GALAXIES and GALFORM, envi-
ronmental effects, such as ram-pressure stripping of gas, are imple-
mented in a way that only impacts the evolution of satellite galaxies.
Note that these environmental effects are naturally included in hy-
drodynamical simulations such as EAGLE. The SA models used in
this work assume a gradual ram-pressure stripping of the hot gas
in satellite galaxies. L-GALAXIES also includes a basic model of tidal
stripping. In this model, the hot gas in a subhalo is distributed fol-
lowing the underlying dark matter and it is affected in the same
way as the dark matter by tidal stripping. Once a subhalo has been
entirely disrupted, the remaining galaxy will be disrupted when the
baryon density within its half-mass radius is smaller than the main
halo density at the pericentre of the subhalo orbit. The components
of the disrupted satellite galaxy are then assigned to a population of
intracluster stars (Guo et al. 2011).
Many of the GALFORM published models, including Gonzalez-
Perez et al. (2014), adopt instantaneous ram-pressure stripping, as
opposed to gradual stripping, of the hot gas in satellite galaxies (but
see Lagos et al. 2014, 2015a). Here we use the parametrization for
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the gradual stripping of hot gas in satellites introduced by Font et al.
(2008) following the analysis of the hydrodynamical simulations of
cluster environments by McCarthy et al. (2008). Assuming instan-
taneous stripping results in the exhaustion of most of the satellite
galaxy gas reservoirs, quickly quenching their star formation, as no
further supply of gas is accreted. Thus, most satellites in models
with instantaneous stripping are passively evolving. The assump-
tions made about the gas in satellite galaxies affect the results related
to separating galaxies into star-forming and passive subsets. How-
ever, the change in the ram-pressure stripping model has only a
small effect on other results, such as the calibration diagnostics (see
Section 2.2.3).
Although there is plenty of observational evidence indicating the
importance of gas stripping for galaxies within dense environments
(e.g. Scott et al. 2013; Boselli et al. 2014; Fumagalli et al. 2014), the
modelling of this process is unclear. One of the primary uncertainties
is related to the fate of the stripped gas once it has been ejected
from the subhalo by stellar feedback. Another concern is that, as
observations are limited to cluster environments and to ram-pressure
stripping of the ISM (and not the ram-pressure stripping of hot
gas), galaxies in lower density environments in SA models might
be overquenching the star formation (Hirschmann et al. 2014b;
McGee, Bower & Balogh 2014). We will investigate the role of ram-
pressure stripping through the comparison with EAGLE and between
the GALFORM models with instantaneous and gradual stripping. In the
subsequent discussion, we comment on the instantaneous stripping
GALFORM model when significant differences arise relative to the
default GALFORM model.
2.2.3 Calibration
For GALFORM, the Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014) model was calibrated
to reproduce the bJ and K-band luminosity functions at z = 0 from
Norberg et al. (2002) and Driver et al. (2012) and the BH–bulge stel-
lar mass (MBH–MBulge) relation from Ha¨ring & Rix (2004), see also
Table 3. As mentioned earlier, here we are using a modified version
of this model, for which we have adopted the Planck cosmology, the
Conroy et al. (2010) SPS model and a Chabrier IMF, as opposed to
the previously used Kennicutt IMF, with the corresponding values
for the yield and recycled fraction. These modifications did not sig-
nificantly alter the z = 0 luminosity functions used for calibrating
the free parameters in the model. As mentioned, the instantaneous
stripping of hot gas in satellite galaxies is replaced with a gradual
stripping model. The predicted passive fraction for the model with
gradual stripping is closer to that observed (Gilbank et al. 2011;
Bauer et al. 2013). The change in the bJ- and K-band luminosity
functions at z = 0 resulting from assuming gradual stripping is large
enough to require a slight lowering of the threshold for the AGN
feedback to be effective and recover the same level of agreement
with the observed luminosity functions. The individual impact of
each of these variations is discussed in detail in Gonzalez-Perez
et al. (in preparation).
The published Guo et al. (2013) model was calibrated primarily
to reproduce the z ≈ 0 stellar mass function observed by Baldry,
Glazebrook & Driver (2008) and Li & White (2009) and the MBH–
MBulge relation of Ha¨ring & Rix (2004), as is summarized in Table 3.
During the calibration of this model a further condition ensured
that the cold gas fractions increase with decreasing stellar mass, as
observations suggest. The L-GALAXIES model used in this work has
been recalibrated such that it still reproduces the aforementioned
observations by slightly modifying the stellar and AGN feedback in
order to account for the change in cosmology, halo mass resolution
and time sampling of the merger trees, that arise as a result of the
model being built on the EAGLEDMO simulation.
2.3 Stellar mass limits and star-forming galaxies
In order to reduce the sampling effects associated with the limited
resolution of the EAGLE simulation, only galaxies with a minimum
stellar mass M∗  108 M are considered. We impose this cut in
stellar mass in the three models. Moreover, in the EAGLE simulations,
galaxies with low SFRs can present quantized behaviour in the sense
that an SN explosion in a single stellar particle can modify the star
formation by a significant amount, due to poor sampling. Thus, a
minimum number of about 30 star-forming particles is needed in
order for the SFR to be reliable, based on resolution tests from
Schaye et al. (2015) at low and Furlong et al. (2015b) at high
redshifts. This limit is shown by the sloping magenta lines in Fig. 7.
In this work, we separate passive from star-forming galaxies
based on their specific star formation rate (sSFR=SFR/M∗). The
chosen boundaries are highlighted in Fig. 7 (horizontal dashed ma-
genta): log10(sSFR/Gyr−1) = −2, −1.04, −0.97 at redshifts z =
0, 1, 2, respectively. Galaxies above these cuts are considered to be
star-forming and galaxies below are considered as passive. Furlong
et al. (2015b) set these limits, which correspond to ≈1 dex below the
mean sSFR from a compilation of observed star-forming galaxies.
We have tried different values of the sSFR cut used to split galax-
ies into star-forming and passive populations, including those from
Franx et al. (2008). Although some of the results are quantitatively
affected by the exact value of this cut, such as the passive frac-
tions, the discussion and conclusions in this paper are insensitive
the particular value chosen, within 1σ of the values stated above.
Note that the sSFR value chosen as a boundary for separating
galaxies into passive and star-forming intersects with that corre-
sponding to the minimum of 30 star-forming particles at a stellar
mass that decreases with increasing redshift. Thus, the minimum
stellar mass for measuring SFRs in EAGLE varies with redshift as an
indirect consequence of imposing a boundary between passive and
star-forming galaxies that evolves with redshift.
3 STELLAR MASSES
Many aspects of galaxy evolution are condensed into the GSMF
and related quantities. In this section, we compare different stellar
mass relations obtained with EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES, for a
selection of redshifts.
3.1 The galaxy stellar mass function
In Fig. 1 we show the GSMF1 of model galaxies in EAGLE, GALFORM
and L-GALAXIES at three different redshifts, z = 0, 1, 2. The GSMF
can generally be described approximately by a Schechter function2
(Schechter 1976), i.e. a power law and an exponential break which
starts at a characteristic mass, MBreak. We carry out single Schechter
function fits, using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm through
1 Throughout this paper, we present model distributions estimated by the
standard Kernel Density Estimation with bandwidth of 0.2 (Silverman 1986)
rather than histograms. This choice minimizes the dependence on the chosen
starting point that simple histograms have.
2 Other functional forms might be more appropriate than the Schechter
function for describing either the mass or luminosity functions (e.g.
Gunawardhana et al. 2015), in particular for cases such as the GSMF pre-
dicted by the GALFORM model, which presents a plateau just below MBreak.
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Figure 1. GSMFs in EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES at different redshifts,
as indicated by the legend, convolved with a Gaussian error of 0.07 +
0.04z (Behroozi, Wechsler & Conroy 2013). The shaded regions show the
1σ error from 200 bootstrap samples of galaxies taken from the whole
simulation volume (note that this is a very narrow region for most stellar
masses). The arrows show, in the same colour as the corresponding model,
MBreak from a single Schechter function fit to the GSMFs in the range
108 < M∗/ M < 1012.5, using the 1σ errors shown. The EAGLE stellar
mass function at z = 0 is overplotted as a red dotted line in the middle and
lower panels. For reference, observational estimates of the GSMF from Li
& White (2009), Baldry et al. (2012), Muzzin et al. (2013) and Ilbert et al.
(2013) are included as indicated in the legend (note that when necessary, the
observational data have been converted to a Chabrier IMF and the Planck
cosmology). The evolution of the GSMF is remarkably similar for the three
models.
least squares, to each model at all redshifts in the stellar mass range
108 < M∗/ M < 1012.5. The best-fitting parameters are given in
Table 4. This provides a quantitative summary of the results shown
in Fig. 1.
The GSMFs at z = 0 are similar for the three models. The pa-
rameters in EAGLE and L-GALAXIES were calibrated to reproduced the
observed GMSF at z = 0, and GALFORM to reproduce the observed
K-band luminosity function at z = 0, which follows closely the
GMSF. Thus, by construction, at z = 0, the MBreak obtained from a
single Schechter function fit to the GSMFs from the three models is
similar, with a variation5 per cent (see Table 4). For galaxies with
Table 4. The model GSMFs for EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES,
at three different redshifts, have been fitted to a single Schechter
function, 	(M) = 	∗e−(M∗−MBreak)(M∗ − MBreak)1+α , in the range
108 < M∗/ M < 1012.5 and using the 1σ errors shown in Fig. 1.
For these fits, the table below presents the faint-end slope, α, the
stellar mass at the knee of the GSMF, MBreak, and two measures of
the goodness of the fit: χ2 and that normalized by the degrees of
freedom, χ2/ν.
EAGLE α log10(MBreak/ M) χ2 χ2/ν
z = 0 −1.43 11.2 0.047 0.0011
z = 1 −1.49 11.1 0.079 0.0020
z = 2 −1.60 10.9 0.064 0.0018
GALFORM
z = 0 −1.44 11.4 0.396 0.0084
z = 1 −1.45 11.3 0.718 0.0167
z = 2 −1.47 11.0 0.421 0.0105
L-GALAXIES
z = 0 −1.34 11.2 0.144 0.0036
z = 1 −1.35 10.9 0.012 0.0003
z = 2 −1.40 10.6 0.084 0.0025
M < 1010.5 M, the number densities in the three models are simi-
lar, with differences 0.3 dex. However, in EAGLE the GSMF at the
fitted MBreak ≈ 1011.2 M is a factor of ≈3 below those from the SA
models. From exploring the parameter space with the SA models,
it is clear that both the normalization and the position of the knee
in the GSMF are mostly affected by stellar and AGN feedback (e.g.
Bower, Benson & Crain 2012). Note that EAGLE was calibrated using
small volumes, which do not constrain galaxies with M∗  MBreak
however the results are still consistent with observations within the
(systematic) errors (Schaye et al. 2015).
The three models predict the GSMF to evolve in similar ways,
such that both the overall GSMF normalization and MBreak decrease
with increasing redshift. The single Schechter function fit to the
GSMFs in the range 108 < M∗/ M < 1012.5, with the 1σ errors
shown in Fig. 1, gives log10(MBreak/ M) which varies in a similar
way for the three models, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1
(see also Table 4). For all models, the decrease in abundance is
most significant for massive galaxies. The faint-end slope becomes
slightly steeper with redshift in all three models (see Table 4) and this
evolution is strongest for EAGLE. We have extended the comparison
of model GSMFs up to z = 4 (not shown), finding similar trends to
those reported here up to z = 2.
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the GALFORM model shown in
Fig. 1 assumes that the hot gas in satellites is removed gradually as
opposed to instantaneously, as assumed in the previously published
model of Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014). As we show in the next
section, around MBreak the GSMF is dominated by central galaxies.
These grow faster when an instantaneous ram-pressure stripping of
the hot gas is assumed, at least partly because the central galaxy
halo gains more gas from the satellite haloes. This has an impact
on the massive end of the GSMF at z = 0, which is compensated
for during calibration by the small change in the AGN feedback
discussed in Section 2.2.3.
3.1.1 The passive and star-forming GSMFs
In Fig. 2 we present the GSMFs for central and satellite galaxies,
separated into star-forming and passive as described in Section 2.3.
Star-forming galaxies dominate the number density in the global
GSMF at masses M∗  MBreak, while, in the same stellar mass
range, centrals dominate over satellite galaxies.
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Figure 2. The GSMF at z = 0, top panels, and z = 1, bottom panels, calculated from EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES. From left to right the columns show
the GSMF of: star-forming central galaxies, passive centrals, star-forming satellite galaxies and passive satellites. The separation into star-forming and passive
galaxies is described in Section 2.3. The vertical magenta lines are a guide to the resolution limits of star-forming galaxies in EAGLE. The limit evolves with
redshift due to the evolving sSFR limit coupled with the need to have at least 30 star-forming particles in EAGLE to measure SFRs adequately (see Sec-
tion 2.3 for further details). In this plot, we show the predictions from GALFORM assuming either gradual (‘Grad.’, blue lines, the default model in this paper) or
instantaneous ram-pressure stripping (‘Instant.’, yellow lines) of the hot gas in satellite galaxies. We also show, as dotted lines, the result from reclassification
as centrals of those satellite galaxies in GALFORM that are beyond one virial radius from the central galaxy of their host halo. This exercise shows that the upturn
at low masses in the passive centrals GSMF for EAGLE and L-GALAXIES, shown in the second panel from the left, is at least partly due to ejected satellite galaxies,
as discussed in Section 3.1.1.
The most striking difference for central galaxies seen in Fig. 2
is the upturn in the abundance at low-masses of passive centrals
predicted by both EAGLE and L-GALAXIES, but not seen for galaxies in
the GALFORM model. At z = 0, this upturn happens at ≈109.5 M,
very close to the resolution limit of EAGLE for star-forming galaxies
(see Section 2.3 for details). At higher redshifts, the upturn seen for
EAGLE galaxies is also likely to be due to sampling, given that Fur-
long et al. (2015b) found the fraction of low-mass passive galaxies
to vary with higher simulation resolution. In contrast, L-GALAXIES
and GALFORM predictions are constrained by the halo resolution of
EAGLEDMO, which mainly affects galaxies with M∗ < 108 M,
much lower than the mass at which the upturn starts for L-GALAXIES.
In order to explore the possible origin of the upturn in the abundance
of small passive centrals, we ran the GALFORM model changing in
turn parameters controlling the gas cooling, star formation law (in-
cluding a star formation law with an explicit threshold as described
in Lagos et al. 2011) and feedback. None of these aspects were
found to produce an abundance of passive central galaxies close to
that from L-GALAXIES.
Further investigation revealed that the different behaviour for
small masses arises from the definition of central and satellite galax-
ies in the models (Section 2). The most relevant difference here is
that only the GALFORM model assumes that once a galaxy becomes a
satellite it will remain as such until it merges with a central galaxy.
In GALFORM, satellite galaxies can leave their host halo. When that
happens, these galaxies experience ram-pressure stripping, even if
outside their host halo. Such long-range environmental processes
has been observed (e.g. Hirschmann et al. 2014b; Wetzel et al.
2014). This implies that for L-GALAXIES, galaxies that are classified
as central at z = 0 could have undergone environmental quenching
processes at earlier times. This is actually the case for around a third
of the z = 0 centrals in the L-GALAXIES model (Hirschmann et al.
2014b; Henriques et al. 2015), which we refer to as ejected satellite
galaxies (Li et al. 2013, studied the evolution the host haloes of these
type of galaxies). Hence, these differences between the definition
of satellite galaxies play an important role in the interpretation of
results. As a test of the importance of the satellite galaxy definition
at z = 0, we have reclassified satellite galaxies in GALFORM as cen-
trals if they are beyond one virial radius3 from the central galaxy
of the host halo. This results in only ≈5 per cent of the satellites
at z = 0 being reclassified. At z = 0, the resulting GSMFs from
this reclassification are shown in Fig. 2 (dotted lines) and are found
to present an upturn at M∗ ≈ 109 M, as expected. The effect of
this reclassification exercise is negligible for galaxies that are not
passive centrals.
GALFORM predicts a larger number of low-mass star-forming
galaxies than the other models at z = 0. This suggests that either
the stellar feedback in GALFORM is weaker or the reincorporation
times for the gas are shorter than in the other two models; however,
some other physical process might be relevant given that at higher
redshift this excess is not clearly seen.
In Fig. 2 we present two flavours of the GALFORM model: the
default model described in Section 2.2, which assumes a grad-
ual stripping of the hot gas in satellite galaxies, and one assum-
ing the stripping to be instantaneous, as used in many previous
GALFORM publications (e.g. Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2014). The two
right-hand panels in Fig. 2, which show satellite galaxies, reveal
that the SA models assuming gradual stripping predict GSMFs are
closer to those predicted by EAGLE. Instantaneous stripping results in
3 The virial radius for this test was simply assumed to be related to the mass
and circular velocity of the host halo as: Rvir = G × Mhost halo/(V 2host halo),
with G being the gravitational constant.
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Figure 3. The stellar mass density of galaxies with M∗ > 108 M, as
a function of redshift and lookback time, tlb Gyr, as predicted by EAGLE,
GALFORM and L-GALAXIES. Solid lines show the prediction for all galaxies
(note that the corresponding lines for GALFORM and L-GALAXIES are practically
on top of each other), dashed lines show star-forming galaxies only and
dotted lines passive galaxies only. The star-forming and passive galaxies
are classified according to the boundary values of the sSFR described in
Section 2.3, which are interpolated linearly in redshift. The global stellar
mass density at z < 1.5 is dominated by galaxies with M∗ ≥ 1010.5 M.
exhausting most of satellites gas reservoir and a quick quenching of
the star formation in these galaxies, as no further supply of gas is
accreted on to satellite galaxies. Thus, most satellites in the GALFORM
model with instantaneous stripping are passively evolving, as can
be seen in the right-hand panels of Fig. 2. The assumptions made
about the gas in satellite galaxies affect the results related to the
split of galaxies into star-forming and passive types.
While in the SA models the ram-pressure stripping is only mod-
elled for the hot component in satellite galaxies, in EAGLE, as in other
hydrodynamical simulations, the environment affects both cold and
hot gas in all galaxies (Bahe´ et al. 2013). A detailed study of the
differences between SA models and hydrodynamical simulations
will require the comparison of individual galaxies in similar (if not
the same) haloes, something that is beyond the scope of this paper.
3.2 The build-up of the stellar mass
The build-up of the GSMF is closely related to the evolution of the
comoving stellar mass density, which is presented in Fig. 3 for model
galaxies with stellar masses above 108 M. In turn, given that the
two SA models adopt the instantaneous recycling approximation,
their stellar mass density at a given redshift, ρ∗(zi), can be recovered
by integrating the star formation rate comoving density (SFRD), ρ˙∗
(shown in Fig. 6), and subtracting stellar mass losses:
ρ∗(zi) = (1 − R)
∫ z→∞
zi
ρ˙∗ [(1 + z)H (z)]−1 dz. (1)
For the SA models, R = 0.4588 is the fraction of mass returned
to the ISM by SNe and stellar winds, which is a constant set by
the adopted IMF. While in GALFORM all the stellar mass is locked
in galaxies, L-GALAXIES models tidal stripping and thus a fraction
of the stellar mass density is associated with the intracluster light
(ICL), rather than with a particular galaxy. The exact fraction of
stellar mass associated with the ICL in L-GALAXIES depends on the
environment and formation histories of the galaxies involved, but
we have found ≈20 per cent to be a good average approximation.
The overall build-up of the comoving stellar mass density for the
two SA models, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES, is similar, as expected
from the general agreement of their GSMFs at z = 0 and higher
redshifts, seen in Fig. 1, in particular around MBreak. The stellar
mass density in the EAGLE model is lower than those from the two
SA models: by a factor of 1.8 at z = 0 and a factor of 1.26 at z = 2.
The lower stellar mass density arises from the lower normalization
of the EAGLE GSMF at M∗ ∼ MBreak at z = 0, seen in Fig. 1. We
have confirmed, by comparing ρ∗ in different stellar mass bins,
that the difference in the stellar mass density is mainly due to
galaxies with M∗ ≥ 1010.5 M, around the break of the GSMF
at z = 0. By varying the parameters controlling different physical
processes in GALFORM, we find that the stellar mass density evolution
is strongly affected by the efficiency of feedback. In particular, the
build-up process followed by galaxies with stellar masses around
and above MBreak at z = 0 is strongly affected by the efficiency of
AGN feedback (see also van de Voort & Schaye 2012; Crain et al.
2015).
Fig. 3 also shows the stellar mass density of star-forming galaxies
(dashed lines). At z = 0, star-forming galaxies in both EAGLE and
GALFORM contribute ≈65 per cent of the total stellar mass density,
while the contribution in L-GALAXIES is ≈80 per cent. These values
depend on the definition used for selecting star-forming galaxies,
however, very similar results have been found when changing the
boundary value by 0.3 dex. Thus, the larger fraction of star-forming
galaxies might point to L-GALAXIES having less efficient AGN feed-
back throughout cosmic time, given that the stellar mass density is
dominated by galaxies with M∗ ≈ MBreak.
Note that a model that adopts an instantaneous stripping of the
hot gas in satellites has larger numbers of passive galaxies at z = 0,
and thus, builds its stellar mass more rapidly at z > 1.
3.3 The stellar mass–halo mass relation
The M∗–Mhalo relation, relation can be directly related to the star
formation efficiency in haloes of different masses (e.g. Behroozi
et al. 2013). Converting baryons into stars can be viewed as an
inefficiency process, as an illustration of this point, the stellar masses
of central galaxies obtained by multiplying the host halo masses by
the universal baryonic fraction is shown as a dash–dotted line in
Fig. 4.
In this section, we explore the M∗–Mhalo relation for central
galaxies in EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES, as shown in Fig. 4. Mhalo
is defined to be Mcrit200, as described in the appendix. The differences
between the halo mass functions of the three models are negligible
relative to the differences reported below in either Figs 4 or 5. Only
galaxies with stellar masses M∗ > 108 M are studied here (see
Section 2.3).
At all redshifts, medians of the M∗–Mhalo relation of the three
models differ by less than 0.5 dex. The M∗–Mhalo relations in Fig. 4
follow similar trends for the three models at different redshifts:
a monotonically increasing relation with changes of slope at low,
≈1010.7 M, and high, ≈1012 M, halo mass. The M∗–Mhalo re-
lation flattens out at M∗ < 108.5 M because no limit is imposed
on the minimum halo mass. The change in slope at ≈1012 M is
mostly related to AGN feedback and the cooling recipes (Bower
et al. 2012; Crain et al. 2015). For all three models, AGN feedback
becomes effective for galaxies hosted by haloes with ≈1012 M.
Up to the moment when a halo reaches ≈1012 M, the stellar
mass growth of the galaxy within the halo is mainly driven by
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Figure 4. The stellar mass–halo mass relation (M∗–Mhalo) for central galax-
ies with masses above 108 M, predicted by EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES
at three redshifts, as indicated by the legend (see the appendix for a discus-
sion of the halo mass definition). The filled regions show the 10th and 90th
percentiles of each distribution, while the solid lines show the medians. The
sloping magenta dash–dotted lines show the result of multiplying the halo
mass by the universal baryonic fraction. At high masses, the stellar growth is
driven by that stellar mass accreted during mergers, flattening the M∗–Mhalo
relation. The scatter in this relation is larger for GALFORM because (i) its AGN
feedback depends more strongly on the accretion history of haloes and (ii)
its stellar feedback efficiency is different in bulges and discs.
the consumption of available gas, hence the feedback from SNe is
very important (e.g. Guo & White 2008). However, the AGN feed-
back prevents this growth channel from being effective, so mergers
become the main driver for any further growth in stellar mass,
flattening the M∗–Mhalo relation. Given that the slope is shallower
than unity, it is expected that minor mergers are the most important
contributors to the stellar mass growth of massive galaxies. Even
in the absence of AGN feedback, the stellar mass growth is expected
to be slower for very massive haloes due to the increasing cooling
times of massive haloes (e.g. Cowie & Binney 1977; Silk 1977; Lu
et al. 2011a; Monaco et al. 2014). For GALFORM, we find that in the
absence of AGN feedback the change in the slope of the M∗–Mhalo
relation happens at ≈1012.5 M.
The normalization, slope and scatter of the median M∗–Mhalo
relations shown in Fig. 4 mainly depend on the particular imple-
mentation of the stellar and AGN feedback. Thus, as expected,
Fig. 4 shows differences between the models that vary with the halo
mass. At z = 0, L-GALAXIES has a steeper slope in the range 1010.75
< Mhalo/ M < 1012 than the other two models. This gives rise to
more massive galaxies at a given host halo mass above 1011 M.
These aspects suggest that L-GALAXIES has weaker AGN feedback
than the other models.
The scatter in the M∗–Mhalo relation for haloes in the EAGLE sim-
ulation with Mhalo  1011 M, remains almost constant with red-
shift at ≈0.3 dex. For haloes in L-GALAXIES with Mhalo ≈ 1011.5 M,
the scatter of the M∗–Mhalo relation decreases from ≈0.5 dex at
z = 2 to ≈0.3 dex at z = 0, while it remains approximately con-
stant ≈0.3 dex for haloes with Mhalo ≈ 1012 M. For haloes with
Mhalo  1012 M, the scatter in the distribution for the GALFORM
model is ≈0.8 dex, and thus, larger than that for the other two
models. In this range of high masses there are two aspects directly
affecting the large scatter seen for the GALFORM model. The first one
is that the efficiency of the AGN feedback in this model depends
more strongly on the accretion history of haloes, because the effect
of AGN feedback explicitly depends on the ratio of the halo cooling
to dynamical time, taking into account the halo formation history
(Bower et al. 2006, 2012). The second aspect is related to GALFORM
having different stellar feedback efficiencies in bulges and discs, as
described in Section 2.2.2, while L-GALAXIES assumes the SN mass
loading depends on the halo maximum circular velocity, which is
naturally more tightly correlated with the mass of the host halo.
This difference results in a greater scatter at Mhalo  1012 M in
the M∗–Mhalo relation for GALFORM than for L-GALAXIES (Mitchell
et al. 2016). Lowering the efficiency of the stellar feedback reduces
the scatter in Fig. 4 for GALFORM, while increasing the normalization
for small haloes.
3.3.1 The mean halo occupation distribution
The mean number of galaxies per halo, 〈N〉M, which satisfy a partic-
ular selection criterion, as a function of halo mass is directly related
to the one-halo term for the clustering of those galaxies (e.g. Benson
et al. 2000). In Fig. 5, we compare 〈N〉M for galaxies with stellar
mass M∗ > 109.5 M from the three models, at different redshifts.
This stellar mass cut is chosen so that we can further separate galax-
ies into star-forming and passive categories, taking into account the
resolution limits in EAGLE, as described in Section 2.3.
Galaxies with M∗ > 109.5 M start to appear in haloes of min-
imum mass M∗ ≈ 1011 M, consistent with the stellar mass–halo
mass relation shown in Fig. 4. The predicted 〈N〉M for galaxies cho-
sen with different cuts in stellar mass follow similar trends to those
shown in Fig. 5. However, the higher the cut in stellar mass, the
more massive the host haloes are.
The top panels in Fig. 5 show the 〈N〉M separated into central
and satellite galaxies, while the bottom panels show 〈N〉M of star-
forming and passive galaxies (see Section 2.3 for the definition of the
split). The 〈N〉M for central galaxies is close to a unit step function,
which indicates that for a massive enough halo we can always find
one central galaxy more massive than M∗ = 109.5 M. This does
not hold if either the cut in stellar mass is set to M∗  1010.5 M
or if additional cuts are applied, such as in colour. In both cases, a
decline in the 〈N〉M for central galaxies is expected, since galaxies
selected in such a way will be less common (e.g. Gonzalez-Perez
et al. 2011; Zehavi et al. 2011).
As shown in Fig. 5, the 〈N〉M for satellite galaxies is basically a
power law beginning at halo masses about an order of magnitude
larger than the minimum mass required to host a central galaxy at a
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Figure 5. The mean number of galaxies per halo, 〈N〉M, of galaxies more massive than M∗ > 109.5 M in EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES at different redshifts,
from left to right: z = 0, 1, 2. Top panels show the 〈N〉M of galaxies separated into centrals (solid lines) and satellites (dashed lines). Bottom panels show the
〈N〉M of galaxies separated into passive (solid lines) and star-forming (dashed lines, see Fig. 7 in Section 5). Differences in 〈N〉M between the three models
are below 0.5 dex, except for the minimum halo mass required to host passive galaxies. This larger difference is related to the population of ejected satellites
discussed in Section 2.3.
given redshift. The three models predict comparable trends for both
central and satellite galaxies. At z = 0, the difference in numbers
is less than 0.5 dex. This difference between GALFORM and the other
two models, increases to ∼0.8 at z = 2, for most of the mass range
covered.
The bottom-left panel in Fig. 5 shows that at z = 0 and in haloes
with masses 1012.5 M the contribution from passive and star-
forming galaxies to the global 〈N〉M is comparable (values within
0.5 dex). This is not the case when an instantaneous stripping of
the hot gas in satellites is assumed in GALFORM (not shown). In this
case, most satellites become passive very quickly, which translates
into a 〈N〉M dominated by passive galaxies also at the massive end.
At z = 0, passive galaxies in GALFORM populate larger haloes
than in either L-GALAXIES or EAGLE. The same is true for central
galaxies, although the difference is smaller. This is directly related
to the different assignment of galaxies to haloes as was discussed
in Section 3.1.1. Changes in the parameters controlling the feed-
back in GALFORM have an impact on the minimum halo mass for
hosting a galaxy above a given mass. Thus, the small differences,
≈0.2 dex, in the 〈N〉M of star-forming galaxies derived with the three
models under study are at least partly driven by the differences in
the efficiency of the stellar feedback and also by the treatment of
mergers, as was discussed by Contreras et al. (2013).
4 TH E C OSM IC SFR D ENSITY
The predicted evolution of the SFRD is shown in Fig. 6 for galaxies
with M∗ > 108 M, for the three models (see section Section 2.3
for a discussion on the stellar mass limits). We find that the SFRD
is dominated by star-forming galaxies with stellar masses around
the knee of the GSMF, M∗ ≈ 1010.5 M (not shown). Thus, the
contribution to the global SFRD from galaxies with M∗ < 108 M
is negligible.
The general shape of the predicted SFRD evolution is similar for
the EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES models, with a rise from z = 0 to
about z ≈ 2.5 and a decline at higher redshifts, as shown in Fig. 6.
Figure 6. The evolution of the cosmic star formation rate per unit comoving
volume (SFRD) of galaxies with stellar masses M∗ > 108 M predicted by
EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES, as indicated by the legend. For reference, the
grey symbols present the observational results from Gilbank et al. (2010),
which are based on Hα measurements, Rodighiero et al. (2010), based
on 24µm, the radio measurements from Karim et al. (2011), the FUV
measurements from Cucciati et al. (2012), and the combined FUV+FIR
measurements from Burgarella et al. (2013). When necessary, the data have
been converted to a Chabrier IMF and Planck cosmology. The slope of the
SFRD between z = 0 and 1 in EAGLE is about a factor of 1.5 steeper than
those from the two SA models. This suggests that some of the physical
processes that evolve with cosmic time in EAGLE do not evolve as much in
the two SA models.
However there are important quantitative differences between the
models.
The normalization of the SFRD is different for the three models,
with a difference at z = 0 of a factor of 3.5 between EAGLE and
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Figure 7. The probability densities of all galaxies as a function of sSFR and stellar mass predicted by EAGLE, left-hand column, GALFORM, middle column,
and L-GALAXIES, right-hand column, at three redshifts, as indicated by the legend. The contours correspond to number densities divided by the total number of
galaxies in the sample. The magenta horizontal dashed lines separate galaxies into star-forming, above, and passive galaxies, below. These lines are placed at
log10(sSFR/Gyr−1) = −2, −1.04, −0.97 for z = 0, 1, 2, respectively. The median sSFR of star-forming galaxies as a function of stellar mass is shown as a solid
red line for EAGLE (in all panels), a solid blue line for GALFORM and a solid green line for L-GALAXIES. The magenta sloping solid lines are a guide to the resolution
of the EAGLE simulation, corresponding to the minimum stellar mass for galaxies with 30 SF particles resolving the sSFR value (see 2.3 for further details).
Note that the intersection between the guide to EAGLE resolution, magenta sloping solid lines, and the boundary between passive and star-forming galaxies,
magenta horizontal dashed lines, evolves with redshift due to the evolving sSFR limit. The median sSFR of star-forming galaxies is remarkably similar for the
three models, and the small variations shown are driven by differences in the feedback efficiency.
L-GALAXIES and of 2.5 between EAGLE and GALFORM. The difference
in normalization between EAGLE and the two SA models is relatively
persistent at z < 5.0. The SFRD at z = 0 differs by a factor of 1.5
between GALFORM and L-GALAXIES, converging at 1 < z < 3.5.
The peak of the SFRD is predicted to occur later in the EAGLE
model, zpeak ≈ 2, than in either GALFORM or L-GALAXIES, zpeak ≈ 3.
The slopes of the SFRD between z = 0 and the corresponding zpeak
are about a factor of 2 flatter for the two SA models compared to
EAGLE (this factor is reduced to ≈1.5 in the redshift range 0 < z< 1).
Thus, in EAGLE the growth of the stellar mass is delayed with respect
to the SA models, but then the star formation quenching happens
faster.
We have not found a satisfactory explanation for this difference
by varying the free parameters in GALFORM that control either the
gas cooling or the efficiency of the feedback processes. The slope of
the SFRD evolution in EAGLE is influenced by processes that evolve
with time due to the changing characteristics of the ISM and the
intergalactic medium. These processes, while naturally incorporated
in EAGLE, need an explicit modelling in the two SA models. Some
aspects that have been suggested to evolve with time are the cooling
of gas in massive haloes (Dekel et al. 2009), the associated effect on
the efficiency of AGN feedback (van de Voort & Schaye 2012), the
stellar-driven outflows (Hopkins et al. 2014) and the reincorporation
time-scale of gas (Mitchell et al. 2014; Henriques et al. 2015). On
these last two points, Hirschmann, De Lucia & Fontanot (2016)
showed that the evolution in time of the gas reincorporation time-
scales is not captured in the SA models used in this work. This aspect
is fundamental for the evolution of galaxies and a more detailed
analysis of outflows should be made in comparison to observations,
in order to find a model that captures more realistically the behaviour
of gas flows.
5 SPECI FI C SFRs
The sSFR (the SFR per unit stellar mass in a galaxy, sSFR =
SFR/M∗) gives a measure of the inverse of the time-scale a galaxy
requires to assemble its stellar mass in situ by a constant SFR. The
distribution of the predicted sSFR as a function of stellar mass for
EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES are shown in Fig. 7, at redshifts
0, 1 and 2. For all three models, this distribution is dominated by
galaxies with sSFRs between ≈0.1 and 10 Gyr−1 across two orders
of magnitude in stellar mass. A drop in the sSFR distribution at
high masses is also seen in Fig. 7, M∗ > 109.5 M, for GALFORM
and EAGLE. This is related, at least in part, to the fact that in this
regime, the same mass haloes can host galaxies with very different
SFRs, depending on the activity history of their central BH (Bower
et al., in preparation).
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5.1 The star-forming sequence
The median sSFRs of star-forming galaxies from EAGLE, L-GALAXIES
and GALFORM at z = 0, 1, 2, are shown in Fig. 7 as solid lines. The
scatter in the sSFR of star-forming galaxies at a given stellar mass
is similar among the three models, although the range is marginally
larger for M∗ < 109 M in the L-GALAXIES model. We have tested
the impact of varying the sSFR cut by up to 1 dex below the chosen
boundary values (see Section 2.3) and it does not change the global
trends reported here for L-GALAXIES.
The median sSFR for star-forming galaxies remains remarkably
constant with increasing stellar mass for all three models in the
studied stellar mass range. Previous comparisons with observations
have shown that model star-forming galaxies have a too flat median
sSFR as a function of stellar mass (e.g. Weinmann et al. 2012;
Mitchell et al. 2014; Furlong et al. 2015b).
At z = 1 and 2 the models agree within ≈0.2 dex. However, at
z = 0, GALFORM predicts a median sSFR that is ≈0.4 dex higher
than that of EAGLE and L-GALAXIES for galaxies with M∗ < 9.5 M.
In this stellar mass range, the GSMF in GALFORM is dominated by
star-forming galaxies, with number densities larger than for the
other models (see Fig. 2). This suggests that the stellar feedback in
GALFORM is weaker than in EAGLE and L-GALAXIES, although, given
that the difference is only found at z = 0, a more detailed study
should be made in order to understand the origin of this difference.
Further, at all redshifts and above M∗ > 1010 M there is a weak
trend for the median sSFR to decrease with stellar mass for EAGLE
and GALFORM, which is not seen for L-GALAXIES. The median sSFR
for star-forming galaxies predicted by the L-GALAXIES model is sim-
ilar to those predicted by the other two models below 109.5 M
but the difference increases with stellar mass to a factor of ∼3 for
galaxies with M∗ = 1011 M at z = 0, being the largest at this red-
shift. Reducing the AGN feedback efficiency in GALFORM increases
the median sSFR for M∗  1010 M at z = 0, while leaving it un-
changed at lower stellar masses. Moreover, from Fig. 2 it is clear
that at z = 0 the abundance of star-forming central galaxies around
the knee of the GSMF, M∗ ≈ 1010.75 M, is larger for L-GALAXIES
than for the other two models. As shown in Fig. 4, these galax-
ies are also hosted by less massive haloes in L-GALAXIES, compared
with the other two models. Both aspects are directly connected with
L-GALAXIES having a weaker AGN feedback, allowing for a higher
fraction of massive, M∗ > 1010.5 M, star-forming central galaxies
at z = 0 which are hosted by haloes with M∗ ≈ 1012 M. Thus,
a weaker AGN feedback could explain the difference between L-
GALAXIES and the other models.
5.2 The passive fraction
In both EAGLE and L-GALAXIES there are galaxies with SFR = 0 and
M∗ > 108 M (over 25 per cent at z = 0). The existence of these
galaxies is the result of both the finite resolution of the simulation
and the threshold in cold gas density imposed for the formation of
stars (see Section 2 for further details). At any redshift, less than
1 per cent of GALFORM galaxies has SFR below 10−5 Gyr−1. Most
of the galaxies with low sSFR are star-forming discs, for which
GALFORM assumes the surface SFR density to be proportional to the
molecular surface density (Lagos et al. 2011). This aspect is critical
since all galaxies will convert some of their gas into H2, resulting
in a non-zero SFR as opposed to the modelling done in both EAGLE
and L-GALAXIES.
Besides those galaxies with SFR = 0, it can be seen in Fig. 7
that both GALFORM and L-GALAXIES predict a relatively larger spread
of passive galaxies with sSFR varying from 0.01 to 10−5 Gyr−1.
However, most passive galaxies in EAGLE have sSFR from 0.01 to
≈10−4 Gyr−1. This reduced range is due to the minimum SFR that
can be resolved in the EAGLE simulation, which depends on the mass
resolution and the density threshold for star formation (Schaye et al.
2015).
The fraction of passive galaxies across cosmic time results from
the interplay of the different physical processes that quench star
formation in galaxies, such stellar and AGN feedback and envi-
ronmental processes like ram-pressure stripping of hot gas. The
fraction of passive galaxies as a function of stellar mass is shown
in Fig. 8 for EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES at z = 0, 1 and 2. The
three models predict a global increase of the passive fraction with
cosmic time.
For z < 2 and M∗  1010 M, the three models predict the
passive fraction to increase monotonically with stellar mass. At
z = 2, the same is true for GALFORM, while both EAGLE and L-GALAXIES
predict a rather flat fraction of passive galaxies that remains below
20 per cent for the whole population, and below 40 per cent for
satellites. The strength of the AGN feedback impacts the number of
massive passive galaxies and drives, at least partially, the differences
between models at the massive end. GALFORM has the strongest AGN
feedback of the three models, producing a larger fraction of passive
and massive, M∗  1011 M, galaxies, while L-GALAXIES has the
weakest AGN feedback and thus has the lowest fraction. The stellar
feedback can also impact the slope of the passive fraction at the
massive end. In the GALFORM model, the gas mass heated by stellar
feedback is directly dependent on the circular velocity of the disc,
which is used as a proxy for the gravitational potential. However, for
massive galaxies, the tight relation between the circular velocity in
discs and their host haloes disappears, affecting the passive fraction
slope for M∗  1010 M.
The EAGLE simulation predicts the passive fraction to have a min-
imum M∗ ∼ 1010 M at z = 0 and M∗ ∼ 109.5 M at z = 1. The
passive fraction below these stellar masses is however strongly af-
fected by sampling, due to the SFR and feedback being quantised,
which gives rise to numerical effects (Furlong et al. 2015b).
At z = 0, GALFORM predicts a smaller number of low-mass passive
galaxies relative to the other models. This is related to the higher
number density of low-mass star-forming galaxies seen in Fig. 2
and, at least partly, a consequence of GALFORM galaxies experiencing
a less efficient stellar feedback than in the other models. This also
results in lower fractions of passive satellite and central GALFORM
galaxies at z = 0, in relation to the other two models.
The number of low-mass passive central galaxies is smaller in
GALFORM relative to the other models, as expected from the GSMF
shown in Fig. 2. Besides the different stellar feedback efficiency,
this variation is also related to the ejected satellite galaxies be-
ing classified as either centrals or satellites, as described in Sec-
tion 3.1.1. As seen in Fig. 2, there is an increase in low-mass pas-
sive central galaxies in EAGLE and L-GALAXIES, relative to GALFORM,
though this mainly happens below the EAGLE resolution limit.
For galaxies with M∗ < 1010 M, the fraction of passive satel-
lites is larger than for central galaxies at all redshifts. The difference
is reduced for higher stellar mass galaxies, with passive fractions be-
ing similar between central and satellite galaxies forM∗ > 1011 M
at z = 0 and z = 1, and at z = 2 also, in the case of L-GALAXIES. At
z = 2, the fraction of passive and massive central galaxies is larger
than for satellites in both EAGLE and GALFORM. The high-mass end of
the passive fraction is mostly shaped by the AGN feedback.
By default, in the GALFORM model used for this study we are
assuming a gradual stripping of the hot gas in satellite galaxies. If
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Figure 8. The fraction of passive galaxies as a function of stellar mass, predicted by EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES at different redshifts, as indicated by the
legend. The top panels show the passive fractions for all galaxies, while the bottom panels shows separately the contributions from central (dotted lines) and
satellite galaxies (dashed lines). In this plot, we show the predictions from GALFORM assuming either gradual (‘Grad.’, blue lines, the default model in this paper)
or instantaneous ram-pressure stripping (‘Instant.’, yellow lines) of the hot gas in satellite galaxies. The magenta vertical lines are a guide to the resolution
limits of EAGLE, note that these evolve with redshift due to an evolving sSFR limit (see Section 2.3). For reference, observational passive fractions based on
either colour or sSFR cuts are plotted as grey stars (Gilbank et al. 2010), triangles (Moustakas et al. 2013) and squares (Bauer et al. 2013). The passive fraction
increases with cosmic time. The increase in the fraction of low-mass passive galaxies in EAGLE and L-GALAXIES is driven, at least in part, by the population of
ejected satellites discussed in Section 3.1.1.
instead an instantaneous stripping is assumed, the passive fraction of
satellites rises to 100 per cent below a threshold stellar mass which
evolves to higher values at lower redshifts, being around 1010 M
at z = 0. This also affects the global passive fraction predicted by
GALFORM, which is then close to 40 per cent for low-mass galaxies
at z = 0, instead of the 20 per cent, shown in Fig. 8.
5.3 The evolution of the sSFR
In Fig. 9, we explore the evolution of the median sSFR with cosmic
time. Previous studies using SA models have shown that the stellar
mass growth for galaxies of a given final mass roughly follows
that of the dark matter component but with a normalization that
varies with mass (Mitchell et al. 2014). From N-body simulations
of CDM cosmologies, the dark matter halo mass has been found
to grow with redshift roughly as a power law in scalefactor and have
little dependence on halo mass (Wechsler et al. 2002; Genel et al.
2008; Fakhouri, Ma & Boylan-Kolchin 2010). Recently, Correa
et al. (2015) derived the halo mass accretion history from the growth
rate of initial density perturbations, by using the extended Press–
Schechter approach (e.g. Lacey & Cole 1993; Neistein, van den
Bosch & Dekel 2006). In Fig. 9, we show the median sSFR of star-
forming galaxies normalized by the specific accretion rate of the
typical haloes hosting the galaxies of interest, t−1growth. This specific
accretion rate is calculated from
t−1growth =
dM/dt
M(z) , (2)
M(z) = M0(1 + z)αeβz, (3)
where M0 is the final halo mass and both α and β are functions of M0
(see Correa et al. 2015, for further details). We note that, although
we use the analytical scaling equations presented in Correa et al.
(2015), similar trends and conclusions are reached when using the
approximations provided by either Genel et al. (2008) or Fakhouri
et al. (2010).
In Fig. 9, we separated galaxies into three stellar mass ranges. We
are interested in comparing the SFRs of galaxies in each of these
ranges with the expected mass assembly rate of their typical host
halo. Thus, here we set M0 at each redshift to be equal to the average
mass of the haloes hosting galaxies with stellar masses within each
bin shown in Fig. 9. Although some bias can be introduced by doing
this, for the purpose of providing a rough estimate of how closely
the sSFR follows the evolution of < the mass accretion rate of
dark matter haloes, this is a reasonable approximation. In fact, to
explore in detail the build-up of the mass for galaxies in different
final stellar mass bins, individual haloes should be followed across
time (Mitchell et al. 2014).
The first thing to note from Fig. 9 is that the predicted sSFR·
tgrowth is reasonably flat for all the default models, with slopes
<±0.4 Gyr−1. This implies that the star formation histories of model
galaxies closely follow the mean mass assembly rate expected from
their dark matter host haloes and that the differences between the
models are minimal. In the SA models, the stellar mass assembly
process broadly traces that of haloes because the mass loading and
reincorporation efficiencies do not evolve significantly over the his-
tory of the galaxy for typical star-forming galaxies at z < 1 (see
Mitchell et al. 2014, for details). What might be surprising, is that
galaxies in EAGLE also follow the dark matter assembly quite closely.
In EAGLE, the mass loading for SN feedback does not depend ex-
plicitly on dark matter or halo properties (Schaye et al. 2015),
nevertheless the reincorporation time for reheated gas is expected
to depend on the halo properties.
The sSFR tends to trace the dark matter assembly as a function
of lookback time even for a wide range of variants of GALFORM
(Mitchell et al. 2014). Nevertheless, we have found a very large
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Figure 9. The median sSFR times the expected growth time-scale of the cor-
responding host haloes, as functions of lookback time for star-forming galax-
ies in EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES (see the text in Section 5.3 for further
details). The three panels show star-forming galaxies in different stellar mass
bins of 0.5 dex width and centred at log10(M∗/ M) = 9.75, 10.25, 10.75,
as indicated by the legend. The shadowed regions and dashed lines show
the corresponding 25th and 75th percentiles of the distributions. The star-
forming galaxies are classified according to the magenta horizontal lines in
Fig. 7, which are interpolated to other redshifts. In this plot, we show the
predictions from GALFORM assuming either gradual (‘Grad.’, blue lines, the
default model in this paper) or instantaneous ram-pressure stripping (‘In-
stant.’, yellow lines) of the hot gas in satellite galaxies. Given the flatness of
the relations shown in this figure, we can conclude that the evolution of the
sSFR, in all the default models, closely follows the specific mass assembly
history of their host dark matter haloes.
difference for the GALFORM prediction when assuming the stripping
of hot gas in satellite galaxies to be instantaneous as opposed to
of gradual (the default here), as seen in Fig. 9. The figure only
shows star-forming galaxies, which in the case of the instantaneous
stripping model, will be dominated by central galaxies given that
in this model satellite galaxies are mostly passive. The scatter seen
for the default GALFORM model is largely due to the contribution of
star-forming satellite galaxies. These dominate the low stellar mass
ranges at low redshift, as seen in Fig. 2. It is clear from this that the
evolution of the stellar feedback in GALFORM is different from the
other models, allowing for larger numbers of low-mass galaxies by
adopting either a weaker stellar feedback or shorter reincorporation
times.
5.4 The distribution of sSFR at a given stellar mass
Most of the stellar mass in the Universe at a given time is dominated
by galaxies located around the knee of the GSMF (M∗ ≈ MBreak).
Thus, it is interesting to explore in more detail the distribution of
sSFRs for these galaxies. As has been discussed in Section 3.1, the
stellar mass corresponding to the knee of the GSMF depends on
the model and, for a given model, it evolves with redshift. In order
to approximately enclose the relevant range for the three models
and redshifts, galaxies with 1010 < M∗/ M < 1011 are included
in Fig. 10, separated into central and satellite galaxies. In this stellar
mass range, the three models predict similar number densities at z =
0 and there are sufficient satellite galaxies to study the trends even
at higher redshifts. Note that while we focus on 1010 < M∗/ M <
1011 here, the global trends and qualitative results are valid for
stellar mass ranges selected from about 109.3 to 1011.5 M.
The three models present qualitatively similar distributions for
both central and satellite galaxies (see Fig. 10), with galaxy numbers
increasing with sSFR until a peak is reached at sSFR between 0.03
and 1 Gyr−1. Beyond which, the number of galaxies declines. For
the mass range shown in Fig. 10, the number of central galaxies with
low sSFR in GALFORM is higher than for the other two models (over
≈1 dex for galaxies with sSFR<10−3.5 Gyr−1). This difference is
related to both the lack of a threshold for the star formation in this
model (see Section 5.2) and the details of the separation between
central and satellite galaxies, which affects the number of passive
centrals, as discussed in Section 3.1.1.
The peak of the sSFR distribution occurs at somewhat different
values depending on the model. The sSFR medians increase with
increasing redshift up to z= 2 (see Fig. 10), as the model SFRD does
(see Fig. 6). The sSFR medians for central galaxies in L-GALAXIES
is higher than that in the other two models at all redshifts for this
stellar mass range, as expected from the difference seen for the
median sSFR of massive galaxies (see Fig. 7).
5.4.1 The sSFR as a function of environment
The environment can be traced by different estimators, such as the
host halo mass, kinematic parameters (Hahn et al. 2007; Hoffman
et al. 2012; Libeskind et al. 2012), or the density (Sousbie 2011;
Tempel et al. 2011). Here we use the host halo mass as the tracer of
the environment and thus, we note that the results might change if a
different definition is chosen. In the right-hand column of Fig. 10,
we compare the effect that environment has on the sSFR of satellite
galaxies as predicted by the three models.
We study satellite galaxies in the same range in stellar masses
as in the middle column of Fig. 10, 1010 < M∗/ M < 1011, sep-
arating them into halo mass bins of 1012 < Mhalo/ M < 1013 and
1013 < Mhalo/ M < 1014. Modifying the stellar mass range of the
satellites, choosing mass ranges within 109.3 < M∗/ M < 1011,
again does not change the results in this section. The same is true
for the host halo mass, provided that the chosen haloes are massive
enough to host the corresponding satellite galaxies.
Overall, the three models predict similar trends with environment
(host halo mass, in this case). The differences between the models
on average are less than 1 dex. For a given stellar mass range, satel-
lite galaxies hosted by less massive haloes have slightly higher sS-
FRs than those hosted in more massive haloes. Correspondingly, at
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Figure 10. The comoving density of central, left-hand column, and satellite galaxies, central column, as a function of sSFR, for galaxies with 1010 <
M∗/ M < 1011, for the three models at three redshifts, as indicated by the legend. The right-hand column shows the number density of satellite galaxies with
1010 < M∗/ M < 1011, hosted by haloes with 1012 < Mhalo/ M < 1013 (solid lines) and by haloes with 1013 < Mhalo/ M < 1014 (dashed lines). In all
the panels, the median sSFR for each model is shown by an arrow of the corresponding colour. In the right-hand column, the medians of the lower mass ranges
are shown by filled arrows, while the high-mass ranges are shown by open ones. The dashed magenta vertical lines correspond to the chosen boundary between
passive, left-hand side, and star-forming galaxies, right-hand side of the line (see also Fig. 7 and Section 2.3). Note from the right-hand column of this figure,
that the median sSFR of satellite galaxies with 1010 < M∗/ M < 1011 declines with increasing host halo mass.
z = 0 the fraction of passive satellite galaxies is higher for more
massive host haloes, though this trend is noisy due to the low num-
bers of passive galaxies. For the two host halo mass ranges, the
stellar mass distributions differ by less than a factor of 3. Thus,
the trends with environment seen for the sSFR of satellite galaxies
are not driven by differences in stellar mass but are a reflection of
the effect of environment (host halo mass) on the star formation in
the three models.
6 METALLICITY
The metallicity reflects the history of the gas reprocessing by stars
and the exchange of gas between a galaxy and its environment.
Moreover, the metallicity affects the cooling of the gas, which is
one of the fundamental aspects driving the efficiency and timing
of star formation in galaxies. In this section, we compare predicted
metallicities, defined as the ratio between the mass of metals and
total mass. In the case of EAGLE, metallicities have been obtained
by considering either all particles associated with a given galaxy
or those that are star forming for the gas phase, as opposed to the
aperture values applied to other properties.
An assumption that is made in the case of the SA models but
not EAGLE, is the instantaneous recycling approximation, whereby
all metals are returned immediately to the ISM following star for-
mation. In EAGLE metals are returned to the ISM with a time delay
which depends on their production time during stellar evolution.
However, as the total Z∗ and Zcold are dominated by oxygen, the
majority of which is released on short time-scales, this approxima-
tion is not bad at high redshifts, although the delayed contribution
of intermediate mass stars is still neglected and this accounts for
about half the metals at z = 0 (Segers et al. 2016).
6.1 The stellar mass–stellar metallicity relation
The stellar mass–stellar metallicity, M∗–Z∗, relations of galaxies
from the three models at redshifts z = 0, 1, 2 are shown in Fig. 11.
The models predict a stellar metallicity that increases with stellar
mass at all redshift shown. At z = 0, the M∗–Z∗ relation flattens
for M∗ > 1010.5 M. For galaxies of M∗ ≈ 1010.5 M the median
metallicities predicted by the three models are in marginal agree-
ment (within ≈0.2 dex) at all redshifts. Nevertheless, across the full
stellar mass range, the stellar metallicities predicted by the models
vary significantly. At the range of redshift explored, the predicted
slopes of the M∗–Z∗ relations are different between the three mod-
els. The slope of the M∗–Z∗ relation remains almost constant with
redshift for both SA models, a slope of ≈0.6 for GALFORM and of
0.25 for L-GALAXIES. The slope of the M∗–Z∗ relation varies in EA-
GLE from 0.32 at z = 2 to 0.14 at z = 0. The difference in slopes
between the models produces a large variation in the median metal-
licities of low-mass galaxies. This variation is largest at z = 0. At
this redshift, the median metallicity of galaxies with M∗ ≈ 108 M
differs by ≈0.5 dex between the EAGLE and L-GALAXIES and by ≈1.1
dex between EAGLE and GALFORM. Similar trends are found when we
separate the sample into central and satellite galaxies.
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Figure 11. The stellar metallicity as a function of stellar mass, the M∗–Z∗
relation, of galaxies in GALFORM, EAGLE and L-GALAXIES, at different redshifts,
as indicated by the legend. The shaded regions show the corresponding 10th
and 90th percentiles of the distribution. For reference, the median of the
M∗–Z∗ relation at z = 0 of each model is shown by dotted lines of the
corresponding colour in the panels for z = 1 and 2. Note that the M∗–Z∗
relation from EAGLE is not converged relative to higher resolution simulations
(Schaye et al. 2015). The slope of the M∗–Z∗ relation from EAGLE flattens
with time and this is seen for both the reference run and the high resolution
one, which is not shown in the figure. Meanwhile the slopes of the M∗–Z∗
relation from two SA models remain practically unchanged with redshift.
Both the slope and the normalization of the M∗–Z∗ relation are
sensitive to the modelling of stellar feedback, and in the case of EA-
GLE for M∗  1010 M, AGN feedback (Lacey et al. 2015; Schaye
et al. 2015; Segers et al. 2016). Due to the very different ways in
which hydrodynamic simulations and SA models treat metal en-
richment and the transport of metals (Sections 2.1 and 2.2.2), these
differences in the relations are unsurprising. In the two SA models,
the stellar feedback can be reduced by either lowering the normal-
ization of the mass-loading factor or by changing how it depends
on the relevant velocity, as described in Section 2.2.2. Lowering
the normalization of the mass-loading factor results in an increased
normalization of the M∗–Z∗ relation (Lacey et al. 2015), as is also
found in EAGLE (Crain et al. 2015). However, a decrease in the slope
of the dependence of mass loading on circular velocity allows small
galaxies to retain a larger fraction of their metals, flattening out the
M∗–Z∗ relation (Lacey et al. 2015). In GALFORM, the AGN feedback
has a marginal effect on the M∗–Z∗ relation, while in EAGLE it can
affect the massive end of this relation (Segers et al. 2016). At least at
z = 0, the differences between EAGLE and the SA models are allevi-
ated when the latter include a non-instantaneous approximation for
the recycling of metals (Yates et al. 2013) and a higher resolution
hydrodynamical simulation is used (Schaye et al. 2015).
An interesting difference between EAGLE and the SA models is the
lack of evolution in the slope of the M∗–Z∗ relation in the two SA
models. This lack of evolution implies that, on average, the growth
in metal mass follows almost exactly the growth in stellar mass,
while this is not the case for EAGLE galaxies. In SA models, the
differential recycling and metal retention effects are not properly
accounted for (Ma et al. 2016). Stellar winds can affect the efficiency
of stellar feedback and, in turn, the evolution of the metal retention
in small galaxies. Winds in the SA models could be treated in a
more realistic way, for example by using a dynamical model of SN
feedback following the evolution of pressurised bubbles (Lagos,
Lacey & Baugh 2013). We have tested that the pre-enrichment
of the gas in haloes at late times has a minimal impact on the
evolution of the M∗–Z∗ relation. One aspect that may affects the
evolution of this relation is the delayed metal enrichment that occurs
in EAGLE, as opposed to the instantaneous recycling approximation
assumed in the two SA models in this work, as the stellar feedback
depends on the metal enrichment (Yates et al. 2013; De Lucia et al.
2014).
The treatment of metals in EAGLE is very different to that in SA
models as the metals are associated with particles. Gas particles
are enriched in a stochastic manner when in the vicinity of stars
(Section 2.1), thus as winds are driven from the ISM the metals in
the galaxy are redistributed. To partially account for the mixing of
metals in the simulation, smoothed metallicities are computed using
the SPH kernel of a particle (Wiersma et al. 2009b), however metal
diffusion is not accounted for in the simulation. While aspects of
the subgrid physics can be improved to account for the transport of
metals, Schaye et al. (2015) have shown that the M∗–Z∗ relation is
not converged relative to higher resolution simulations. Such higher
resolution simulations produce a steeper relation, at least at z = 0.
Thus, to carry out a more detailed study of the metallicities relative
to hydrodynamical simulations, converged results are required first.
6.2 The stellar mass-cold gas metallicity relation
In Fig. 12, we show the predicted stellar mass–cold gas metal-
licity, M∗–Zcold, relation for the three models at redshifts z = 0,
1 and 2. In particular, we show the gas-phase oxygen abundance
for star-forming galaxies as this quantity is only measurable ob-
servationally for such galaxies (e.g. Tremonti et al. 2004; Zahid
et al. 2013, 2014). The model Zcold is converted to the gas-phase
oxygen abundance shown in Fig. 12 assuming solar abundance ra-
tios. Specifically, we assume that ZM = 0.0134 (Asplund et al.
2009) and 12 + log10 (O/H) M = 8.69 (Allende Prieto, Lambert
& Asplund 2001). This selection of galaxies on or above the main
sequence of star formation also ensures that their properties are well
resolved in EAGLE. The gas-phase metallicity depends on the flows
of gas in and out of a galaxy and on the stellar winds from dying
stars and is thus expected to roughly follow the stellar metallicity
but with more variability.
The models predict a gas-phase metallicity that increases with
stellar mass for star-forming galaxies in a similar way to that shown
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Figure 12. The cold gas metallicity (gas-phase oxygen abundance) as a
function of stellar mass of star-forming galaxies, the M∗–Zcold relation,
in EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES, at different redshifts, as indicated by
the legend. The shaded regions show the corresponding 10th and 90th per-
centiles of the distribution. The median of M∗–Zcold relation at z = 0 of
each model is shown by dotted lines in the z = 1 and 2 panels. For reference,
values derived from observations by Tremonti et al. (2004) and Zahid et al.
(2013) have been included as grey symbols, as described in the legend. The
M∗–Zcold relations follow similar trends to the M∗–Z∗ ones, but with larger
spreads.
for the stellar metallicity in Fig. 11, although with a larger scatter,
as expected. As for the stellar metallicity, we find little evolution
for the gas-phase metallicity in the SA models, while EAGLE predicts
a relation that flattens with increasing time and a small, ≈0.2 dex,
increase in the mean metallicity.
The reasons that account for these differences are similar to those
discussed in Section 6.1. In summary, the metallicities of simulated
galaxies are found to be inconsistent across models, both as a func-
tion of stellar mass and redshift. To investigate these differences
further, higher-resolution hydrodynamic simulations are required
and more detailed modelling of metal production and redistribution
should be considered in SA models.
7 G A LAXY SIZES
In this section, we compare predicted galaxy sizes as measured
by the 3D stellar half-mass radius, r50. This quantity, although not
available observationally,4 is the most straightforward way to en-
capsulate the galaxy size and allows a fair and detailed comparison
between the studied models.
Details on the calculation of galaxy sizes by the two SA models
can be found in Section 2.2.2. In EAGLE, the r50 radius has been
measured using a 3D aperture5 of 30 proper kpc, as applied for the
stellar mass and SFR measurements discussed previously.
In Fig. 13, we show the stellar mass–size, M∗–r50, relation at
z = 0, 1, 2 from EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES. The dot–dashed
horizontal lines indicate the gravitational force softening in EAGLE
(see Table 1), below which galaxy sizes can be overestimated due to
the suppression of the gravitational force at this limit. Note that this
does not affect galaxies presented in this study across the redshift
range considered. A point to recall before discussing the comparison
between models is that in EAGLE the sizes of disc galaxies at z ≈ 0
were considered in the calibration of the model (Table 3); however,
the evolution of the galaxy sizes is a prediction from the model (see
Furlong et al. 2015a, for a detailed study of the evolution of the
galaxy sizes compared with observations).
The median M∗–r50 relations for the three models at z = 0 and
1 increase with stellar mass for M∗  109.5 M, while GALFORM
sizes decrease with increasing mass at M∗  109.5 M. At z = 2,
L-GALAXIES sizes increase with stellar mass, the EAGLE relation flat-
tens at M∗ ≈ 109.5 M and decreases with stellar mass at higher
masses, and the GALFORM sizes are reasonably flat with stellar mass
at M∗  109.5 M and again decrease with increasing stellar mass
at higher masses. In spite of differing trends with stellar mass, all
three models predict that galaxy sizes decrease with increasing red-
shift. From z = 2 to 0, galaxies with M∗ ≈ 1010 M increase in size
by ≈0.4 dex for the two SA models and by ≈0.2 dex for EAGLE. For
all models, the galaxy sizes are found to be sensitive to the input
physics, in particular the stellar feedback (e.g. Crain et al. 2015;
Lacey et al. 2015).
The most notable difference between the models is the decrease
in galaxy sizes with increasing stellar mass in the GALFORM model,
which is not seen for L-GALAXIES and only seen at z = 2 for EAGLE,
but in a milder form. The decrease in median size for the GALFORM
galaxies is due to the particular modelling of the self-gravity of
discs and how this affects the host dark matter halo (Section 2.2.2).
While L-GALAXIES ignores the self-gravity of baryons and possible
contraction of dark matter haloes due to it, GALFORM appears to
overestimate these effects. The model of the self-gravity of baryons
impacts galaxy sizes and this, in turn, affects the evolution of their
star formation. Thus, this point is of crucial importance in under-
standing the evolution of galaxies. The comparison between EAGLE
and the SA models highlights the need for a better analytic approx-
imation of the effect that baryons have on the distribution of dark
matter.
A further consideration in the SA model modelling of galaxy sizes
that can account for some of the differences seen relative to EAGLE is
the very simple assumptions made to model the angular momentum,
in particular for mergers. The evolution of angular momentum, the
4 For EAGLE, the projected half-mass radii for only disc galaxies (Se´rsic
index, ns < 2.5), which are calculated by fitting a Se´rsic profile to projected
and azimuthally averaged surface density profiles, are compared with the
observations in fig. 9 of Schaye et al. (2015). For GALFORM, the predicted
half-light radii as a function of r-band magnitude for early- and late-type
galaxies are compared with the observations in fig. A3 of Gonzalez-Perez
et al. (2014). For L-GALAXIES, the projected half-light radii for late-type
galaxies are compared with observations in fig. 2 of Guo et al. (2011).
5 See Furlong et al. (2015a) for a discussion of the change in galaxy sizes
with aperture radii in EAGLE.
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Figure 13. The median half-mass radius (r50) as a function of stellar mass,
the M∗–r50 relation, for galaxies in EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES at differ-
ent redshifts, as indicated by the legend. The shaded areas comprise the 10th
to 90th percentiles of the distributions. The magenta horizontal dot–dashed
lines indicate the scale of the gravitational softening used in the EAGLE sim-
ulation at different redshifts, which can be used as a resolution guide. For
comparison, the median M∗–r50 relation at z = 0 for each model is also
shown in the z = 1 and 2 panels, as dotted lines of the corresponding colour.
At low-masses, the scatter in the M∗–r50 relation is very similar for the two
SA models and about a factor of 2 larger than that for EAGLE. At high masses,
the GALFORM M∗–r50 relation drops due to the modelling of the contraction
of dark matter haloes caused by the self-gravity of baryons.
self-gravity of baryons and its effect on the dark matter are taken
into account naturally by gas dynamics in hydrosimulations such an
EAGLE. Although note that hydrodynamical simulations can suffer
from angular losses resulting in sizes that are too small if efficient
feedback in not implemented (Katz 1992; Navarro & White 1993;
Crain et al. 2015).
In EAGLE, the decrease in galaxy sizes with increasing stellar mass
at z = 2 for M∗  109.7 M is not due to an aperture effect. This
decline could be due to the highest mass galaxies at this redshift
forming early when densities in the Universe were higher, thus
forming compact cores. The comparison to the SA models suggest
that the decline in the M∗–r50 relation at high redshift in EAGLE
could also be the result of moving from a regime in which the self-
gravity of baryons affects the concentration of the dark matter host
haloes to a regime in which this effect is erased due to an important
contribution from dissipationless mergers (Navarro & White 1993;
Gao et al. 2004).
Another interesting difference between the models is the extent of
the scatter in the M∗–r50 relation, which at z= 0 for M∗ < 109.5 M
ranges from ≈0.2 dex in EAGLE, to ≈0.4 dex for the two SA models.
Separating the galaxy sample by morphology, we find that the scatter
in the relation in GALFORM is larger for bulge dominated galaxies than
for discs, but for the latter the range still covers ≈0.4 dex. Thus, the
difference in the extent of the scatter between the two SA models and
EAGLE might point to a more fundamental aspect of the modelling
related to how the angular momentum of discs is tracked. Exploring
this possibility further requires a study of individual galaxies which
is beyond the scope of this paper.
8 C O N C L U S I O N S
We compared global properties of galaxies in the cosmological hy-
drodynamical simulation EAGLE and from two SA models of galaxy
formation, L-GALAXIES and GALFORM. All the models in this compar-
ison include physical prescriptions for the processes considered to
be most important for galaxy formation, namely gas cooling, star
formation, metal enrichment, feedback from stars and AGN, and,
in the case of the SA models, environmental processes (which arise
naturally in hydrodynamical simulations). For this comparison, all
three models are produced from simulations from the same initial
conditions, with the SA models built on merger trees constructed
from the EAGLEDMO simulation (see Table 1). The simulations fol-
low a cubic volume of side 100 comoving Mpc, with 15043 dark
matter particles, and an equivalent number of baryonic particles
for EAGLE, with cosmological parameters set by results from the
Planck mission (Planck Collaboration XVI 2014, see also Table 2).
Relative to the published models, only one significant change was
implemented, in the case of GALFORM, a gradual ram-pressure strip-
ping prescription for the hot gas in satellite galaxies replaced the
instantaneous one. This change has the primary effect or reducing
the fraction of satellite galaxies found to be passive. As a result of
this change and the use of the merger trees from the EAGLEDMO,
both SA models required a modest amount of recalibration to match
the observational diagnostics at z ≈ 0, summarized in Table 3. But
note that no attempt was made to match the SA models to the EAGLE
results.
This paper focuses on properties that encapsulate the evolution
of typical galaxies with M∗ > 108 M. In particular, we com-
pare stellar masses, including the GSMF and its evolution, mean
halo occupation, star formation properties, metallicities and galaxy
sizes. By construction, the three GSMFs at z = 0 are in reason-
able agreement, with differences below 0.5 dex for galaxies with
108.0 < M∗/ M < 1011. Nevertheless, the evolution with redshift
of the GSMF and other properties are not determined by the cali-
bration of the model free parameters (which are set by observations
at z ≈ 0, as summarized in Table 3).
The GSMFs at z ≤ 2 are in reasonable agreement for all three
models, with differences in number density below 0.5 dex for galax-
ies with 108.0 < M∗/ M < 1010.5 (Fig. 1). The stellar mass den-
sities differ by 0.3 dex at 0 < z < 5 (Fig. 3). At each redshift,
star-forming galaxies have been defined using the same cut in sSFR
for all the models (Section 2.3). At z ≤ 2, the median sSFR in
the three models agree within ≈0.4 dex for star-forming galaxies
with 108.0 < M∗/ M < 109.5 (Fig. 7). For all three models, the
median sSFR closely follows the mass assembly history of the host
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dark matter halo (Fig. 9). These similarities indicate that the galaxy
populations evolve in a consistent way across all models.
In spite of the overall good agreement, some discrepancies were
uncovered, which can guide improvements to future models. These
differences and their significance are summarized below.
(i) Despite the good agreement found for the global GSMFs, the
GSMFs for central passive galaxies exhibit clear differences (Fig. 2).
In both EAGLE and L-GALAXIES there is an excess of central passive
galaxies with M∗ < 109.5 M that is not present in GALFORM. This
excess is at least partly due to ejected satellite galaxies, i.e. galaxies
that were once close to the centre of a larger halo, thus experi-
encing suppressed star formation due to environmental processes,
such as ram-pressure stripping of hot gas, but that at later times are
identified as central galaxies in their own haloes by some merger
trees construction algorithms, such as those used in EAGLE and
L-GALAXIES. In SA models, only the galaxies classified as central
will be allowed to accrete new gas, which might lead to the for-
mation of new stars, making a difference to their SF histories, with
respect to galaxies classified as satellites.
(ii) Several differences suggest that in L-GALAXIES the AGN feed-
back is not as efficient in quenching star formation as in the other
two models. This difference with respect to EAGLE and GALFORM
drives L-GALAXIES to have a higher stellar mass density for star-
forming galaxies with M∗ > 108 M at z < 1.5 (Fig. 3), a higher
stellar mass–halo mass relation for haloes with Mhalo ≈ 1012 M
at z = 0 (Fig. 4), a higher normalization of the SFRD at z < 1.5
(Fig. 6) and a higher median sSFR for star-forming galaxies with
M∗ > 1010.5 M at all redshifts explored (Fig. 7). Note that the
exact variations in normalization depend on the definition of star-
forming galaxies. In order to decide which model has the most
realistic modelling of the effect of feedback, a detailed compari-
son with observations is required, while simultaneously increasing
the sample of simulated massive galaxies where AGN are found to
have an impact by considering larger volumes. Similar comments
are also relevant for establishing the level of realism of other mod-
elled physical processes, such as the need for a threshold in gas
density for star formation to happen.
(iii) In GALFORM there is a higher number of star-forming galaxies
with M∗ < 109.5 M than in the other two models (Figs 2 and
8). This difference is related to GALFORM having a weaker stellar
feedback or possibly a shorter reincorporation time-scale for the
reheated gas in galaxies. A comprehensive study of this point will
be done in a future paper following individual haloes.
(iv) Environmental processes are naturally accounted for in hy-
drodynamic simulations. The comparison between observations and
variations of GALFORM with EAGLE has reinforced the need to model
the stripping of the gas from satellite galaxies in a gradual manner
and not instantaneously (Figs 2 and 8).
(v) The gas and stellar mass–metallicity relations and their evo-
lution are very different among the three models, in particular for
low-mass galaxies (see Figs 11 and 12). While the mass–metallicity
relations do not evolve significantly in the two SA models, there is
a clear flattening with time of the relation for EAGLE, which appears
to be closer to observations (see Fig. 12). The lack of evolution for
the two SA models is due to the metal mass following, on aver-
age, the growth of stellar mass, which is not the case in EAGLE.
Note, however, that the mass–metallicity relations in the main
EAGLE simulation are not converged at the low stellar mass
end: higher resolution EAGLE simulations result in steeper mass–
metallicity relations than those presented here (Schaye et al. 2015).
In order to better understand the evolution of the mass–metallicity
relations, higher resolution simulations are needed for EAGLE. In the
case of the SA models, winds can be treated in a more realistic
way, for example by using a dynamical model of SN feedback fol-
lowing the evolution of pressurized bubbles (Lagos et al. 2013).
The treatment of winds has a direct impact on the evolution of
galaxies hosted by small haloes. The justification of these changes
will certainly require further detailed investigations of the chemical
evolution of gas and stars in both hydrodynamical simulation, SA
models, and observations.
(vi) The three models also predict different stellar mass–size
relations (Fig. 13). The differences between the two SA models
stem from different approaches to modelling the effect that the self-
gravity of baryons has on both the baryons themselves and on their
host dark matter haloes: while L-GALAXIES neglects these effects,
GALFORM uses an approach that overpredicts them. The effect that
baryons have on the underlying dark matter is naturally accounted
for in EAGLE. One other aspect that affects the stellar mass–size
relation is the simple assumptions made by the two SA models for
modelling the evolution of the angular momentum. The scatter in
the stellar mass–size relation is a factor of ≈2 larger in the two
SA models compared to EAGLE. We have not found a satisfactory
explanation for this difference. It is likely that this difference is
related to the way the angular momentum of discs is tracked in
the SA models. To explore this possibility further, it will be useful
to follow galaxies hosted by the same halo in both EAGLE and the
SA models.
There is a reasonable agreement between EAGLE and the SA models
in many instances, which implies that the SA models are adequately
encapsulating many of the physical processes relevant for this study
that are naturally solved by hydrodynamical simulations. The level
of agreement also shows that the subgrid physics prescriptions in the
hydrodynamical simulation can now result in galaxy populations
that have, at least, a similar level of realism as SA models. In
some instances, an agreement between models could be due to a
combination of interplaying model processes. Thus, although such
similarities can help improve our understanding of the most likely
physical process contributing to the evolution of a given galactic
property in hydrodynamical simulation, a detailed comparison with
observations is needed to advance towards more realistic models.
Nevertheless, this comparison between models has highlighted how
different modelling techniques can inform future developments by
investigating the similarities and differences in the global model
galaxy population. Further insights can for example be gained by
using individual object comparisons, together with observational
data.
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APPENDI X A : H ALO MASSES
Haloes in both the EAGLE simulation and the L-GALAXIES model are
identified by combining the FoF (Davis et al. 1985) algorithm with
the SUBFIND code (Springel et al. 2001; Dolag et al. 2009). In both
cases, a sphere centred at the minimum of the gravitational po-
tential of each halo is grown until the mass contained within a
given radius, R200, reaches Mcrit200 = 200
(
4πρcrit(z)R3200/3
)
, where
ρcrit(z) = 3H (z)2/8πG is the critical density at the redshift of in-
terest. The GALFORM model, although initially it also uses the FoF
haloes and their internal self-bound substructures as identified by
SUBFIND, actually identifies haloes, the Dhaloes, taking into account
the merger tree construction process (Jiang et al. 2014, see also
Section 2.2.1). The mass of a Dhalo is simply the sum of the masses
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of its component subhaloes (note that no particle can belong to
more than one Dhalo). These, by construction, are different from
those found initially in some of the FoF groups. In order to compare
the host halo masses of galaxies predicted by the three consid-
ered models, we have estimated the Mcrit200 for the identified Dhaloes
used by GALFORM. This is done by using the centres of the Dhaloes
and calculating the mass enclosed in a sphere around this centre
with a mean overdensity equal to 200 times the critical value, i.e.
using the same definition for Mcrit200 as in EAGLE and L-GALAXIES. Al-
though this definition is similar, the centres of the Dhaloes and those
haloes identified with the FoF algorithm can be different, which will
give rise to different halo masses in some cases. Throughout this
paper we simply refer to the Mcrit200 obtained as described above
as Mhalo.
In GALFORM, the reconstructed Mcrit200 can be bigger than the orig-
inal Dhalo mass by up to a factor of 4 for haloes hosting small
galaxies with stellar masses below 108 M. This happens because
the R200 of these small haloes actually encloses mass from their
neighbouring haloes, which will be counted towards their Mcrit200.
Thus, no galaxy with stellar mass below 108 M will be consid-
ered in the comparison. Note that, in any case, 108 M is below
the resolution limit of the largest EAGLE simulation.
Here, we comment on the variations obtained when the native
Dhalo mass is used for GALFORM haloes. For galaxies with stellar
masses above 108 M at z = 0, an average shift of 0.07 dex is
found between the stellar mass–halo mass relation (see Section 3.3)
for GALFORM haloes when using either Mcrit200 or the native Dhalo
masses, with Mcrit200 being larger at z = 0, when the differences are
the largest. A maximum shift of 0.13 dex is found at z = 0. The
differences are smaller at higher redshifts. Similar results to those
discussed in Section 3.3.1, are found for the 〈N〉M obtained utilizing
the Dhalo mass for GALFORM haloes instead of Mcrit200. The same
is true for the probability density distribution of satellite galaxies
separated according to the mass of their host halo, discussed in
Section 5.4.1.
A1 The halo mass function
Fig. A1 shows the halo mass function constructed from the Mcrit200 of
the host haloes of central galaxies in EAGLE, GALFORM and L-GALAXIES.
At z = 0, the three models predict halo mass functions which are in
very good agreement above 1012 M, although, beyond 1014 M
the results are not statistically significant due to the small numbers
of very massive haloes within the EAGLEDMO simulation. This trend
remains true at higher redshifts.
Fig. A1 shows that the halo mass functions for the two SA models
are remarkably similar, with differences ranging from about 5 to
15 per cent, depending on the halo mass. This difference is likely
caused by the different definitions of central galaxies in the two SA
models.
The halo mass functions predicted by both SA models are above
that from EAGLE for haloes below ≈1013.5, ≈1013 and ≈1012 M
at z = 0, 1 and 2, respectively. At z = 0, the halo mass function
derived from GALFORM is actually above that from EAGLE for all the
explored halo masses. Several authors have previously found that
the early loss of baryons due to stellar feedback can reduce the
growth rate of those dark matter haloes that have masses below
1013 M at z = 0 (e.g. Sawala et al. 2013). Schaller et al. (2015a)
found that, in the EAGLE simulation, the reduction in halo mass also
happens for haloes hosting galaxies affected by AGN feedback,
and that this change is milder than for those dominated by stellar
feedback.
Figure A1. The halo mass function constructed from the Mcrit200 of the host
haloes of all central galaxies in EAGLE (red lines), GALFORM (blue dashed lines)
and L-GALAXIES (green lines) at z = 0, 1 and 2 from top to bottom. The shaded
regions show the 1σ range obtained by bootstrapping 200 realizations of
the halo mass function. Although the three models are in remarkably good
agreement at the massive end, the mass functions from the two SA models
are clearly above that for EAGLE for haloes with 1011.5 M due to the
early loss of baryons by feedback in EAGLE.
A P P E N D I X B : C A L I B R AT I O N
O F T H E SA MO D E L S
In this work we make use of two SA models, L-GALAXIES and
GALFORM, based upon the published versions described in Guo et al.
(2013) and Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014), respectively. As described
in detail in Section 2, the two SA models have been run using merger
trees from the EAGLEDMO simulation, which assumes a different
cosmology and has a higher mass resolution than the underlying
simulation used in these published models. Moreover, the merger
trees from the EAGLEDMO simulation were constructed based on
200 snapshots, while those used by Guo et al. (2013) and Gonzalez-
Perez et al. (2014) were based on only 64. Although the time
resolution can affect the implementation of SA models, our tests
with these two flavours of L-GALAXIES and GALFORM, showed the
impact to be minimal for the global properties studied here. In or-
der to reduce the initial differences between EAGLE, L-GALAXIES and
GALFORM, the same Chabrier IMF (Chabrier 2003) was adopted in
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Table B1. Modifications, besides the cosmology, to the GALFORM model
used in this work with respect to the published model described in Gonzalez-
Perez et al. (2014). Note that αcool is one of the parameters setting the AGN
feedback efficiency in GALFORM (Lacey et al. 2015).
Parameter Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014) This Work
IMF Kennicutt Chabrier
Yield 0.021 0.02908
Recycle fraction 0.44 0.4588
SPS model BC99 CW10
Stripping of hot gas Instantaneous Gradual
αcool (AGN feedback) 0.60 0.52
Table B2. Modifications, besides the cosmology, to the L-GALAXIES model
used in this work with respect to the published model described in Guo et al.
(2013). In the Guo et al. (2013) model, the parameters k and  are related to
the galaxy feedback, as stated in the table.
Parameter Guo et al. (2013) This Work
Yield 0.03 0.029 08
Recycle fraction 0.43 0.4588
AGN efficiency, k(10−5 M) 0.7 3
Threshold mass of cold gas reheated
due to star formation,  4.0 4.5
GALFORM, with the consequent modification in the metal yield and
recycled fractions. The choice of SPS model was changed from
BC99 (an update of Bruzual A. & Charlot 1993) to that from Con-
roy et al. (2010, CW10), which is closer to the SPS from Bruzual &
Charlot (2003) assumed in both EAGLE and L-GALAXIES. This change
of SPS results in negligible differences in all the studied properties.
In order for the passive fractions at z = 0 from the three studied
models to give a reasonable match to observations, one additional
change was included in the GALFORM model: a gradual ram-pressure
stripping of the hot gas in satellite galaxies. These changes, together
with the change in cosmology and mass resolution of the underlying
simulation, resulted in model luminosity functions and GSMFs at
z = 0 that do not agree as well with observations as the published
models (see Section 2.2.3 for more details). Thus, a small adjust-
ment of the model parameters controlling the feedback was made.
The changes with respect to the published models are summarized
in Tables B2 and B1.
L-GALAXIES was calibrated using the GSMF at z = 0, among other
properties (see Section 2.2.3 for more details). The changes in the
parameters detailed in Table B2 result in a different GSMF, as shown
in Fig. B2. This figure suggests that the SN and AGN feedback are
more efficient in the model used for this work, compared with the
published model in Guo et al. (2013).
The observed bJ- and K-band luminosity functions at z = 0
are shown in Fig. B1 together with those from the GALFORM
model used for this study both with and instantaneous and a grad-
ual ram-pressure stripping. These are the main observations used
to calibrate the GALFORM models (see Section 2.2.3 for further
details).
Figs B1 and B2 compare the published models, based on merger
trees from the MS-W7 simulation (short dashed lines), with exactly
Figure B1. The predicted luminosity functions at redshift z = 0, in the
bJ-band (top panel) and in the K-band (bottom panel) which are used by the
GALFORM model in the calibration against the observations. The blue dashed
lines are the predictions in Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014). The dashed lines are
the predictions of GP14 model based on EAGLEDMO. The yellow solid lines
and blue solid lines are the predictions of the re-calibrated GALFORM model
with instant and gradual ram-pressuring stripping in this work, respectively.
The observational bJ- and K-band luminosity functions are plotted as grey
points (Norberg et al. 2002) in top panel and grey triangles (Cole et al. 2001),
grey points (Driver et al. 2012) in bottom panel, respectively.
the same models but run on the EAGLEDMO simulation merger trees
(long dashed lines). The change in the mass resolution, from the
MS-W7 to the EAGLEDMO simulation, is clear from comparing the
two pairs of lines at small masses or luminosities. When the mass
resolution is increased in the simulations, more model galaxies with
smaller masses or fainter magnitudes are found. This comparison
also shows that the combination of the change of cosmology to-
gether with the change of mass resolution is model dependent. A
detailed study of this point, although interesting, is beyond the scope
of this paper.
Figs B1 and B2 clearly show that the changes introduced in the
SA models result in very small variations of the global properties
used for their calibration, at least in the range where there is a large
enough number of galaxies within the EAGLEDMO simulation, as to
be statistically meaningful.
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Figure B2. The predicted GSMF at redshift z = 0 which are used by the
L-GALAXIES model in the calibration against the observations. The green
dotted line is the prediction by Guo et al. (2013). The green dashed line
is the predictions by L-GALAXIES model with the parameters are the same
as in Guo et al. (2013) but based on EAGLEDMO. The green solid line is
the predictions of re-calibrated L-GALAXIES model used in this work. The
observations used in the calibration are plotted as grey points (Baldry et al.
2008) and grey stars (Li & White 2009).
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